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Abstract
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a disease that affects millions of people annually, often the
elderly, and limits their physical abilities. Current methods of treating OA are often very
invasive, and expensive, costing the Medicare system billions of dollars annually. A
minimally invasive therapy that can be localized to the affected area that provides both
relief

and

a

short

recovery

time

is

optimal

for

treating

the

disease.

For targeted therapy and clinical use, therapeutic ultrasound in the 0.7 MHz to 3 MHz
frequency range can provide relief and is convenient, portable and localized. Lowintensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) has been proven in clinical studies to increase the
rate of healing of non-union fractures in rat models, primarily through the mechanical
component, and referring to LIPUS itself as a way of producing mechanical stress.
LIPUS itself is mechanical energy that when transmitted to living tissue, become
acoustic intensity waves that can induce thermal, and non-thermal effects that alter cell
function when applied. In our prior work, the effects of thermal dosing on hMSC cultures
induced to osteogenesis was explored, and it was determined that thermal dosing via
heat shocking in an incubator for one hour upregulates alkaline phosphatase (ALP)
activity and calcium deposition, indicators of bone formation. In this project, the thermal
and mechanical effects of pulsed ultrasound on living tissue are combined to investigate
the coupling of the two effects of ultrasound on hMSCs in a preliminary investigation
based on our prior work that focused on thermal effects alone.
The aim of this thesis is to create and calibrate an ultrasound stimulation device
compatible with standard cuboidal ultrasonic transducers for in vitro direct therapeutic
ultrasound stimulation. To emulate the thermal environment of the human body, the
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device, and transducers are placed inside of an incubator at standard culture conditions
(37°C, 5% CO2). To observe the thermal effect of therapeutic ultrasound, a high voltage
load is placed onto two transducers. The transducers, a focused transducer with
spherical focal length of 2 inches, and a plane wave transducer were selected. The
focused transducer can target a point at the height of its focal length and deliver energy
to the target at maximal intensity, whereas a plane wave transducer emits the wave in a
shape similar to cylinder with a diameter equivalent to the lens diameter of the
transducer. The resultant power load on the transducer can be increased which in turn
deposits energy onto the target that is used to increase the temperature in the well by
2°C from standard culture conditions to 38°C - 39°C based on calibration results for the
focused transducer. This temperature was selected based on prior experiments
performed determined that heat shocking hMSCs induced to osteogenesis at that
temperature upregulated ALP activity normalized for DNA content and calcium
deposition. Using an array of high-precision thermistors, the increase in heat can be
monitored and quantified to allow proper setting of the device’s transducers as well
determine the optimal pattern of well heating. To validate the device’s effectiveness in
vitro, the thermal effects of ultrasonic waves in the therapeutic frequency range on
hMSCs that have been induced to differentiate down the osteogenesis pathway will be
observed. Thermal dosing is provided by increasing the voltage load on the transducers
to increase power output according prior calibrations, as the source of direct heat
stimulation. It is therefore hypothesized that hMSCs directly exposed to pulsed
ultrasound waves at power levels high enough to induce heating will experience an
upregulation of ALP activity, higher than that of cells heat shocked with indirect heat.
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This hypothesis is based on prior in vitro studies that monitored cell proliferation of
ultrasound pulsed cultures followed by a proteomic analysis of those cultures, and our
prior data where hMSCs were shown to have upregulation of ALP activity when heat
shocked.
Our data showed that hMSCs undergoing differentiation to osteogenesis
displayed upregulation of ALP activity when exposed to targeted ultrasound when
compared to osteogenic samples without ultrasound stimulation. hMSCs not exposed to
targeted ultrasound, but on the same plate as the ultrasound stimulated samples also
saw comparable upregulation of the enzyme, in addition to higher rates of calcium
deposition. This demonstrated that despite targeting, propagation of the US wave
affected another well horizontally, and upregulated two properties used to determine
maturation of osteocytes and should spur further research into the effects of
propagating waves in vitro and in vivo.
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I.

Introduction
With a growing, longer lived elderly population, rising healthcare costs, a
projected shortage of specialized health care workers [1], and rising rates of chronic
disease the current focus of research today is to find ways to alleviate the potential
strain on the economy [2, 3]. Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of chronic
arthritis and affects millions of people annually. OA has long been pegged as an
inevitable degenerative disease and as such is common amongst the elderly population
[4]. The almost ubiquitous presence of OA amongst this population limits their mobility
and increases demand for specialized health care workers, for instance home health
aides. This, in kind, also presents a heavy burden on the financial portion of the
healthcare system as a whole [2]. In 2003, adults with chronic arthritis were estimated to
be 21.5% of the American population, and cost the healthcare system approximately
$80 billion with potentially $47 - $108 billion lost in earnings due to arthritic
complications [2, 3]. Projected numbers are expected to be much higher than this in the
years to come, which means that any treatments put forward must be more time and
cost-efficient, and minimally invasive requiring little in the way of patient recovery and
lost wages. Targeted therapeutic ultrasound has been proven to heal non-union
fractures bone in rat models [5], and has been utilized in physical therapy due to its
portability and non-invasive properties [6]. A study into the regenerative properties of
multipotent human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) combined with therapeutic
ultrasound may allow for a different treatment strategy when it comes to treating OA.

1. Characterization of OA
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OA has long been viewed and labeled as an inevitable disease due to wear and
tear of the joint (articular) cartilage and is seen as synonymous with aging. This school
of thought is primarily influenced by the fact that the cells that compose articular
cartilage, chondrocytes, are mostly tasked to maintenance of the cartilage structure and
that said structure is not vascularized or innervated, and does not have the capacity to
regenerate or repair itself [4, 7]. Articular cartilage is nourished via the surrounding
synovial fluid as there exists no barrier between the fluid and the cartilage, and it will
deteriorate rapidly without the presence of the fluid, but will still deteriorate in the
presence of normal synovial fluid [7], which lends some credence to the wear and tear
theory.
One theory to explain the degeneration of cartilage in the presence of synovial
fluid is the interaction between the subchondral bone and the articular cartilage,
particularly nourishment of the articular cartilage by the subchondral bone [8]. OA is
driven by an inflammatory condition in the synovial membrane or joint capsule, clinically
known as synovitis, and characterized by the degeneration of cartilage in the synovial
joint [4, 9]. Synovitis results in the synovial joint swelling due to the collection of synovial
fluid in the space and the joint becomes painful to move. Visual analysis of a synovial
tap of an inflamed joint reveals that the synovial fluid is thick, and cloudy whereas
normal synovial fluid is clear, and straw-colored [9, 10]. The viscosity of the synovial
fluid of an inflamed joint is low whereas normal fluid is thick and has a consistency
similar to egg whites – where the name of synovial fluid originates from [10]. The cloudy
composition of synovial fluid from an inflamed joint is due to an increase in white blood
cells, cartilage remnants or calcium pyrophosphate crystals [9, 11].
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Advanced degradation of the joint involves deformation of the subchondral bone,
as once the articular cartilage in the joint degrades, the joint space narrows and
subchondral bone from the two distinct bones in the joint begin to interface and rub
together, creating bone spurs which arise in response to the bone adapting to the
change in load distribution [12]. Despite this, OA is difficult to treat as once a pain
stimulus is elicited; articular cartilage has degraded to a point where minimally invasive
treatments will not alleviate pain. Cartilage is not innervated, and this makes the
condition more difficult to treat as a result. Worse, most sufferers do not seek treatment
writing it off instead as aches and pains, further exacerbating the disease to a point
where major surgery is unavoidable.

2. Current Treatment Methods, Cost and Effect on Patient
As the condition is a chronic condition, there is no cure. The complicated nature of
OA makes developing a treatment pattern to manage the disease equally complicated.
Pain management therapies that do not involve pharmacological substances primarily
involve exercise and weight loss [13-15]. Weight loss is encouraged as obesity is the
most significant and preventable risk factor involved in knee OA [16, 17]. Exercise
programs primarily require compliance, but is economically sound and provides
generally positive results in terms of pain management when it consists of strength
training to increase muscle strength especially in the hip and upper thighs [13, 18].
Pharmacological and minimally invasive surgical options for treating OA are often
the typical management regimen as it provides the fastest relief. Analgesics, oral and
topical NSAIDs (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs), DMOADs (disease-modifying
OA drugs), hyaluronic acid injections, braces and orthotics are the primary treatment
9

methods in the regimen [19]. Some of these treatments are economically conservative,
and are available locally in drug stores such as topical capsaicin, and DMOADs like
glucosamine sulfate and chondroitin sulfate. These treatments often have mixed results,
as there may be no improvement which then requires surgical procedures.
Arthroscopic techniques to attempt to treat damage include lavage, debridement,
and laser abrasion of the affected area. This removes some of the inflammatory
conditions that cause synovitis, and cleans up the joint area [20]. In early stage OA and
younger patients, this treatment has proven effective [21], however the results of relief
are at best mixed to no relief at all when OA arises from mechanical or inflammation
sources [22]. A double blind placebo-controlled study using 180 veterans found that the
intervention group, who received the actual treatment, and the placebo treatment group,
who received superficial incisions on the affected sites, had no significant difference
between reported pain levels. Joint pain levels were measured for two years after the
procedure, and as no significant result was determined, insurance companies are
reluctant to pay for the procedure [23]. An alternative method to replace the degraded
cartilage is known as autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) in which patientharvested chondrocytes that have been proliferated in a three dimensional culture are
reimplanted underneath a collagen membrane. Due to the cost and two-step process of
the procedure, it is not widely performed, but the results have been largely positive with
OA symptom relief [20, 24]. In the case of advanced stage OA that is not manageable
by conservative methods or minor invasive surgery, the option of total joint replacement
exists. The treatment is highly effective as it completely removes the inflamed joint and
replaces it with an engineered joint that provides the same mobility and range of motion
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as the original joint. The surgery itself does pose risks, as it is an invasive procedure
that opens the patient up to infection, and potential device failure requiring replacement
[20, 25].
While there do exist many treatment methods, no treatment method outright elects
for regeneration of the degraded cartilage. Regeneration acts as a permanent solution
that coalesces with the patient and removes the need for stopgap solutions for
managing the symptoms of OA. One viable method of stimulating regeneration is the
use of hMSCs that contain a multipotent capacity that can be derived from the patient,
which allows them to differentiate down several different pathways including
chondrogenesis, and osteogenesis which can rebuild lost subchondral bone and
cartilage.

3. Ultrasonic Therapy
Low-intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) is a form of mechanical energy that when
applied to tissue at the therapeutic frequency range (0.75-3 MHz) transforms into
acoustic pressure waves that induce changes at the chemical level. LIPUS treatment is
defined as a 1.0-1.5 MHz frequency with a 1 kHz repetition rate, 20% duty cycle and 30
mW/cm2 ISATA intensity applied. When ultrasound pulses are delivered into cell culture, a
pressure wave is introduced to the cells, and this has two coupled effects on the culture.
The first is the conversion of the pressure wave into thermal energy. This raises the
overall temperature of the surrounding medium provided there is no barrier to
impedance matching. In addition to the effects of heat, there is a less well-understood
non-thermal component that occurs simultaneously [26, 27]. Non-thermal effects on cell
culture include acoustic streaming, the forces from sound waves that displace ions and
11

small molecules, and cavitation, the creation of bubbles from dissolved gasses that
when disrupted release shockwaves that disrupt the cellular system [28]. The
combination of acoustic streaming, cavitation and heating alter cell function overall.
Prior studies determined that cell cultures exposed to LIPUS experience a growth
retardation phase followed by a recovery phase that includes an increase in protein
synthesis [29, 30]. This suggests that while using the thermal component of LIPUS to
heat tissues to therapeutic levels may increase cell proliferation, the non-thermal effects
may exist to alter cell function in a way that increase protein synthesis and improve
healing.
Prior work by Takikawa, et al. used LIPUS to initiate bone healing in rat models with
non-union fractures in the rat tibia determined that after 6 weeks of daily exposure to
LIPUS treatment, healing was accelerated when compared with the control group,
however the exact mechanism of LIPUS itself – the thermal component or the nonthermal component – was not clearly identified from this study [5]. The study theorized
that was it possible that the mechanical force of LIPUS exerted a mechanical force on
the tissues at the fracture point and may have possibly created conditions, such as the
upregulation of prostaglandin E2, a bone remodeling protein, which in turn promoted the
migration of MSCs to the fracture site to promote healing. While unclear on the LIPUS
mechanism as well, other studies found similar results; in addition to an age related
component when it comes to healing non-union fractures using LIPUS. Younger
patients were found to have a success rate of 96% whereas older patients had a
success rate of 71% [31]. As OA is often prominent in older adults, one area of focus
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should potentially be on cells from older patients to judge their capacity to benefit from
LIPUS treatment.
In addition to decreasing the time required for non-union fractures to heal, LIPUS
has been shown to increase the differentiation rate of hMSCs undergoing differentiation,
especially down the osteogenesis and chondrogenesis pathways [32, 33]. LIPUS
treatment is non-invasive and often portable, and has a promising future in OA
treatment.

4. Prior Work and Current Work
In our prior work, an experiment was performed using thermal dosing to emulate the
temperature of the human body during exercise. hMSCs were induced to osteogenesis,
and heat shocking was applied to select cultures once a week by placing those cultures
into an incubator at 39°C for one hour. That experiment found that alkaline phosphatase
(ALP) activity, an indicator of early bone turnover, was upregulated to a statistically
significant level in heat-shocked conditions induced to osteogenesis, in addition to
calcium deposition, an indicator of late stage osteocyte maturation. RT-PCR performed
on the cultures also determined that osteo-specific genes and heat shock proteins were
upregulated in cultures heat shocked once per week [34, 35]. This demonstrated that
heat shocking is conducive to bone turnover when hMSCs are induced to osteogenesis,
which pointed out heat therapy as a potential area of study in the research of a method
of bone and cartilage regeneration.
In this study, instead of applying indirect heat via an incubator, an ultrasonic
transducer directly underneath the culture can target and concentrate heat to the culture
instead of relying on the surrounding environment to provide heat. Using a custom built
13

device to deliver ultrasonic pulses under LIPUS parameters to cell cultures at a power
level that can induce hyperthermia from standard culture temperature to 38°C - 39°C
based on calibration results determined from the focused transducer. In addition to the
non-thermal effects ultrasonic pulsing provides, an investigation can be performed in to
the effects of LIPUS on hMSCs induced to differentiation and under standard growth
conditions. Analysis of the cultures involves the use of a dsDNA quantification assay to
determine cell proliferation, an ALP assay to determine bone turnover and a calcium
assay to determine late stage maturation of long-term osteogenic cultures. The results
of this study are preliminary and provide an investigation into a device built for exposing
cell cultures to LIPUS.
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II.

Methods and Materials

1. Device Construction
Using Dassault Systemes’ Solidworks 2012 SP0, a device was designed with the
ability to house and position two cubic transducers, safely place a 12 well plate on top of
the device without compromising the internal sterility of the plate, be small, washable
and replicable. The device is composed primarily of clear cast acrylic cut on a Universal
PLS6MW 30W (CO2) laser cutter, and glued together with SciGrip Weld-On #4
(McMaster-Carr, 7517A2). Acrylic rods are cut with a bandsaw from 7/8” diameter stock
(McMaster-Carr, 8528K52) according to predetermined height specifications determined
in Solidworks 2012, and sanded with fine grit sandpaper to smooth the surface. Support
rods were cut to a height of 43 mm, and rods that would interface with the focused
transducer were cut to 11.9 mm, while rods that interfaced with the plane wave
transducer were cut to 11.4 mm.
For use, the device is deconstructed, and washed with Tergazyme in tap water
(Alconox Inc., 1104-1), and allowed to dry overnight or is rubbed down gently with a
paper towel. The device is reconstructed only when in use.
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Figure 1: Solidworks 2012 model of the device as it looks when assembled and in use.
Device is constructed from cast acrylic, and contains standing supports to level the
device inside of the incubator.

Figure 2: Solidworks 2012 model of the assembled device in an isometric view with one
standing support removed to show a clearer view of the device. Plate stops are more
clearly shown and serve to position the plate in the same position every use.
16

2. Waveform Creation
To determine the optimal transducer type to use for ultrasonic pulsing, custom plane
wave and focused wave transducers were designed around for use. To produce the
waveform required for LIPUS, a single channel function generator (Tektronix, Inc.,
AFG3251) set to pulse burst mode was used to generate the pulses. LIPUS dictates
that the signal must have a 20% duty cycle, with a 1 kHz repetition rate. Settings were
justified with the following equations:
Period (µs) ∗ Cycles = Pulse Width (µs)
Pulse Width (µs)
∗ 100% = %Duty
Pulse Repitition Rate (µs)
To amplify the amplitude of the waveform, the function generator output was
connected to an A075 75W RF power amplifier (Electronics and Innovation Ltd.) that
uses a fixed 50 dB gain for amplification. The output of the amplifier was connected to a
standard BNC T-splitter (McMaster-Carr, 71115K24), and was connected to both the
plane and focused wave transducers. BNC cables (50Ω; McMaster-Carr, 6641T53) and
transducer cables were connected using a BNC coaxial cable connector (50Ω;
McMaster-Carr, 71115K25). The focused transducer is a 1 MHz custom cubic
immersion transducer constructed specifically for this purpose by NDT Systems Inc.
(IEMF0.18) that features a 2-inch focal length with a spherical focus, with an 1-inch
diameter element. The 1 MHz cubic plane wave transducer also constructed by NDT
Systems Inc., (IEMF0.13) is also custom made, cubic and features a 0.375-inch
diameter element.
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Figure 3: Display of the Tektronix AFG3251 single channel function generator with
LIPUS parameters visible. Duty, on this function generator, serves as a method of
amplitude modulation with 50% displaying peak amplitude. Frequency as period
multiplied by the number of cycles serves as duty cycle in pulse burst mode.

Figure 4: Resultant waveform observed with an Olympus/Panametrics-NDT V303 1.0
MHz probe in a 50Ω terminal on an oscilloscope coupled to the custom focused
transducer using ultrasound gel. The function generator is attached directly to the
function generator. Sampling rate is 5 MS/s (MHz) with divisions at 1.0 ms/div. Pulses
occur every 1 ms which corresponds to the 1 kHz repetition rate, with a pulse with of
200 µs.
3. Calibration of thermistors
18

Seven NTC thermistors (Part #NTSD1WC303FPB30) were set-up in a voltage
divider circuit on a breadboard and calibrated in deionized water in a water bath at
22.5°C, 25°C, 37°C, 39°C and 50°C. Confirmation of the water bath temperature was
provided by a pre-calibrated K-type thermocouple. Thermistor voltage was probed using
50Ω BNC cable probes attached to a National Instruments (NI) BNC-2120 BNC I/O
connector attached to a NI DAQCard-6036E data acquisition card and recorded using
NI LabVIEW 2013. A program written in MATLAB R2013a was used to determine large
variances between the data points, and warn the user if any existed. A linear equation
based on the recorded voltage at each temperature point for each thermistor was
determined based on the calibration results, and a LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) was
developed for the individual thermistors based on these calibration results.

4. Development of an optimal heating profile
Using Solidworks 2012 SP0, a holder was constructed and laser cut to permanently
fix the outer four thermistors into position in the well, without gluing the thermistors into
the well. The center three thermistors remained removable, and were bent into position
to stay in place.
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Figure 5: Completed thermistor holder. The holder is constructed from two distinct cuts,
and bonded with acrylic glue. The outer four thermistors are soldered to extension wires
after affixing in the holder, with the thermistor head acting as a barrier to removal. The
center three thermistors can move freely, and are bent into place during the experiment.
The thermistor array and breadboard were placed inside of a standard 37°C
incubator with a 5% CO2 feed and moisture pan removed. The probe cables and
transducer cables were fed through the back of the incubator with excess space in the
insertion hole sealed with gauze.
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Figure 6: Actual device in demonstration mode inside of an open standard culture
incubator. No transducer gel is present, the 12 well plate has no lid, and transducers are
present in the device with the appropriate cables attached.
Probe cables were extended using standard 20 gauge wires soldered to the
thermistors and lengthened appropriately. Probe cables were protected from potential
electrical bridges by using electrical tape to cover all exposed wires, clips and solder
joints.
Transducers were placed in their appropriate housings in the device, and ultrasound
gel (National Therapy Products Inc., Wavelength Multi-Purpose Ultrasound Gel) was
loaded into a 30 mL syringe without needle (BD Biosciences, 302832) and applied in
sufficient quantity to cover the entire surface of each transducer. Ultrasound gel was
applied to the short acrylic rods, and placed above the transducers at an angle to
21

dislodge potential air bubbles, followed by placement of the support rods. The middle
dot method [36] is used to apply transducer gel to the short acrylic rods, and the plate is
firmly placed onto the rods with an even gel spread.
For measurement of the heating profile, the device is setup inside of the incubator
and an empty 12 well plate with the lid removed is placed into the device. Transducers
are tested in the same configuration they will be used in to account for splitter
attenuation. The thermistors are placed into a well with a transducer underneath in the
thermistor holder, and 1 mL of degassed water is added. Temperatures are recorded,
and analysis is performed with the program written in MATLAB 2013a.

5. Transducer Voltage Measurements
Acoustic pressure was measured in a 12 well plate on the device in the same
configuration it would be used, in order to account for splitter attenuation. Acoustic
pressure was determined using a 0.2 mm polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) (Precision
Acoustics Ltd., UK) in a three-axis motorized setup with a custom built holder. The
output of the hydrophone is fed to a 50Ω terminal on an oscilloscope set to a sampling
rate of 100 MS/s (MHz) for 10 ms. The well is filled with 1 mL degassed water, with
measurements taken at the bottom of the well along the diameter of a single well of a 12
well plate with ∆x = 2 mm in the focused US and plane US conditions, and at Δx = 5 mm
in the US plate condition. Measurements are stored as text files, and analyzed using a
program written in MATLAB R2013a that plots peak voltage at each measurement point
for the focused US, plane US and US plate conditions.

6. Cell Seeding
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Passage 3 (set 1) and passage 4 (set 2) hMSCs were recovered from a nitrogen
tank and expanded in a T-75 flask in standard hMSC growth medium: Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium, low glucose with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillinstreptomycin. After cell quantity was deemed sufficient enough for the experiment,
flasks were trypsinized with 0.25% trypsin, and seeded into several 12 well plates at a
seeding density of 5,000 cells/cm2 (20,000 cells/mL) to create triplicates (including
separate plates) for the following conditions in the orientation of transducer positions on
the device: pulsed standard with non-targeted US plate well, pulsed differentiation
(osteogenic) with non-targeted US plate well, indirect heating at 39°C (standard growth
and osteogenic), and incubator control at 37°C. (standard growth and osteogenic), At
the time of seeding into plates, set 1 hMSCs were at passage 5, and set 2 hMSCs were
at passage 6. hMSCs were induced to differentiation (osteogenesis) the following day
using standard hMSC growth medium supplemented with 50 µM L-ascorbic acid
phosphate magnesium salt n-hydrate, 0.1 µM dexamethasone, and 10 µM βglycerophosphate disodium salt hydrate.

7. Pulse and Heat Exposure
The device was set up in the incubator with the moisture pan removed 24 hours prior
to the experiment as described above, and the cell-containing plates were placed on top
of the short rods. The lid was not removed to maintain plate sterility.
The pulsing voltage profile was based primarily around the focused transducer: 90
mVrms out to the amplifier for 6 minutes, followed by a drop in voltage to 45 mVrms for
42 minutes, accompanied by one more drop to 40 mVrms for 18 minutes for a total of 1
hour and 6 minutes of exposure to ultrasound pulses. Plates were pulsed every other
23

day for an hour each. Plates were removed, and using an ethanol soaked napkin,
ultrasound gel was wiped off of the bottom and crevices of the bottom of the plate.
Medium was changed immediately, after which the plate was returned to an incubator at
standard culture and humidity conditions.
To emulate indirect heating conditions as used in the prior experiment, an incubator
at 39°C was utilized, and cells were placed into the incubator for 1 hour plus the time
taken to maintain a 39°C temperature for at least one hour, once every other day.
Medium was changed immediately after heat shocking, and cells were returned to an
incubator at standard culture conditions.

8. Analysis
i.

Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) Endpoint Colorimetric Assay
ALP activity was quantified using an endpoint colorimetric assay on days 6 and

12 for passage 5 cells and on day 6 for passage 6 cells. ALP assays are performed the
same day as sample collection. Medium was removed from hMSCs using a pipette, and
washed thrice in room temperature 1X PBS. Samples were lysed with 0.5% Triton X100 in medium grade water at 300 µL per square centimeter. Acrylic rings were laser
cut and pressed firmly into the well in order to lyse only the parts of sample wells that
were exposed to pulsing using the plane wave transducer. The ring was held down
using a pair of tweezers, and wells were scraped vigorously using the same pipette tip
used to collect the sample into a 2.0 mL microcentrifuge tube. The ring was removed
with the same tweezers, and placed into clean water. The remaining cells in the well
were also collected in a separate tube.
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Figure 7: Solidworks 2012 model of the lysis ring inside of a 12 well plate. The interior
diameter of the ring is the same size as the lens of the plane wave transducer. The ring
was held down in the well with tweezers, with half of the lysis buffer placed in the ring,
cells scraped and collected. Cells under the ring were also collected using the
remaining half of the lysis buffer to create two distinct samples.
Reaction buffer was prepared by mixing 0.5 mL of 1.5M alkaline buffer with 0.5
mL of a 4.0 mg/mL phosphatase substrate solution and incubated in a water bath at
37°C. Samples were added at 100 µL, and allowed to react for 15 minutes, and halted
using 1 N sodium hydroxide. The resultant solution was measured at 405 nm
absorbance in a SpectraMax M2e microplate reader, and compared to a 4-nitrophenol
standard on the same plate.
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ii.

DNA Quantification Endpoint Assay
Cell lysates collected for the ALP assay were used. From those lysates, 300 µL

of the lysate was isolated and proteins were digested with a 75 µL of 13.2 mg/mL
pepsin from porcine gastric mucosa in 0.5 N acetic acid. Lysates were stored at 2-8°C
for 24 hours, with the lysate pH normalized using pH 8.0 Tris-NaCl. Lysates were
placed onto a shaker for 20 minutes, spun at 100 - 200 rcf (xg) for 5 minutes. The
supernatant was collected, and the pellet discarded. For the duration of the assay,
samples were placed over ice.
DNA content was quantified using the Quant-iT Picogreen dsDNA reagent kit.
Samples were plated in triplicate on a 96 well plate in a 1:4 ratio with 1X TE buffer for
100 µL total. Standards were developed using a known concentration of stock DNA
solution diluted in 1X TE buffer provided using the kit and plated at 100 µL a well in
triplicate. Prior to adding the dye, the entire plate was shaken for 5 minutes on a plate
shaker at low speed. Dye diluted to 1X was added at a 1:1 ratio to each well in a timely
manner and allowed to incubate untouched for approximately 5 minutes. The plate was
then read at 480 nm excitation/520 nm emission from the top in a SpectraMax M2e
microplate reader.

iii.

Calcium Deposition Assay
Calcium content was determined on day 19 using the StanBio Calcium (CPC)

LiquiColor Test. Medium was removed on samples, and washed twice with 1X PBS
(calcium and magnesium free) at room temperature. Cells were lysed with a solution of
0.5 N hydrochloric acid in medium grade water. Samples were placed on a plate shaker
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in a fridge at 4°C for 8 hours to extract calcium, spun down at 500 rcf (xg) for 5 minutes
with the supernatant collected and pellet discarded. Vortexed samples were plated in a
96 well plate in a 1:100 ratio of sample to reaction buffer added last, and read at 37°C
and 550 nm in a SpectraMax M2e microplate reader.
iv.

Table of Analyses

Day

Passage 5

Passage 6

t=6

ALP/DNA

ALP/DNA

t = 12

ALP/DNA

N/A

t = 19

N/A

Calcium
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III.

Results

1. Thermistor Calibration
The MATLAB code that checks for voltages determines the average voltage at each
point, and if large variances in the voltage exist and warns the user. Extensive testing
was performed on the ability of the code to depict warnings, and was deemed valid.
Table III.1 depicts the determined voltages at each temperature point, and the linear
equations for each thermistor were derived from those voltages where “x” is the
temperature, and “y” is the observed voltage.
Temperature

22.5°C
(Volts)

25°C
(Volts)

37°C
(Volts)

39°C
(Volts)

50°C
(Volts)

Linear Equation

1

3.762

3.637

2.959

2.854

2.337

y = -0.052x + 4.935

2

3.756

3.614

2.937

2.828

2.322

y = -0.052x + 4.923

3

3.761

3.637

2.985

2.880

2.368

y = -0.051x + 4.905

4

3.780

3.580

2.870

2.766

2.282

y = -0.054x + 4.956

5

3.783

3.609

2.919

2.816

2.306

y = -0.054x + 4.960

6

3.780

3.614

2.933

2.841

2.340

y = -0.052x + 4.931

Thermistor

7

3.753
3.605
2.905
2.781
2.273
y = -0.054x + 4.958
Table III.1: Voltages determined by the 50Ω probes, with formulas that are used to
solve for temperature as a function of pre-determined voltage.
Equations were reformatted to solve for the temperature, and entered into the

LabVIEW VI. Temperature as determined by the equation was displayed in the
LabVIEW GUI during heat profile determination.

2. Heating Profile
Using the LabVIEW VI setup with the data from the calibrated thermistors, the
thermistor holder was set up in the well, and voltage out to the transducers was
changed on the function generator. Results of the optimal heating profile viewed by
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each individual thermistor was assembled using code composed in MATLAB 2013a for
both the focused and plane wave transducers are plotted below. Thermistors 1-3 are
centered in the well, and thermistors 4-7 are placed at the edges.
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Figure 8a and 8b: Recorded optimal heating profile shown as absolute temperature.
The tag at 1 indicates a change from 90 mVrms output from the function generator to 45
mVrms; 2, from 45 mVrms to 40 mVrms; and 3, the end at 01:06 hh:mm. Top) The
focused transducer heating profile, in which the entire heating profile was based off of.
Bottom) The plane wave transducer with only one temperature shift. As the plane wave
transducer was a smaller, lower energy transducer, it was not used to determine the
heating profile.
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Figure 9a and 9b: Recorded optimal heating profile shown as a change in temperature.
The tag at 1 indicates a change from 90 mVrms output from the function generator to 45
mVrms; 2, from 45 mVrms to 40 mVrms; and 3, the end at 01:06 hh:mm. Top) The
focused transducer heating profile, in which the entire heating profile was based off of.
Bottom) The plane wave transducer with only one temperature shift. As the plane wave
transducer was a smaller, lower energy transducer, it was not used to determine the
heating profile.
3. Transducer Voltage
Transducer voltage at different points was collected using the hydrophone, and plotted
in MATLAB 2013a. Measurements were taken from left to right at Δx = 2 mm in the
focused US and plane US cultures and at Δx = 5 mm in the US plate well.
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Figure 10: Transducer voltage as taken by the hydrophone. The far left column depicts
measurements taken at 40 mVrms, column 2 data depicts data taken at 45 mVrms, and
column 3 depicts data taken at 90 mVrms. Row 1 is for the control, row 2 for the
focused transducer, and row 3 is for the plane wave transducer.
4. Assay Results
i. Passage 5 hMSCs
a. DNA Content
Of MSCs that did not undergo differentiation, the US plate condition had the highest
DNA content. When compared to the control using ANOVA, there is no significant
difference between the various growth conditions and the incubator 37°C control.
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DNA Content: Growth Condition
DNA Content (ng)

1200

800
t = 6 days

400

t = 12 days
0
Incubator
37°C

Incubator Focused US Plane US
39°C
Well Condition

US Plate

Figure 11: Endpoint fluorescence assay to determine DNA content at 6 days and 12
days for the non-differentiation condition of MSCs. Error bars denote standard deviation.
No statistically significant difference exists when compares to the control or between
groups on either day 6 or 12.

DNA Content: Growth Plane US Ring
DNA Content (ng)

1200

800
t = 6 days
400

t = 12 days

0
Plane US (Inner Ring)
Plane US (Outer Ring)
Well Condition

Figure 12: DNA content of the Plane US condition separated into the inner and outer
parts of the lysis ring. No significant difference exists between the two.
In the differentiation condition, it should be noted that there was virtually no
significant change in DNA content on days 6 and 12 for the samples exposed to the
LIPUS waveform. Differentiation samples not exposed to the LIPUS waveform saw a
small change in DNA content but did not display stagnancy. When compared to the
control, there was a significant difference between the pulsed samples and the control,
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except for the summed plane US condition on day 12. There was no significant
difference between the incubator 37°C control and the incubator 39°C sample in terms
of DNA content.

Figure 13: Endpoint fluorescence assay to determine DNA content at 6 days and 12
days for the differentiated MSCs. Error bars denote standard deviation. No statistically
significant difference exists between the incubator 39°C condition and the incubator
37°C conditions on both days 6 and 12. Lines indicate a comparison to the incubator
37°C control. Statistical significance denoted by **** is equivalent to p ≤ 0.0001, *** is
equivalent to p ≤ 0.001, and ns indicates no significance.

DNA Content: Differentiation Plane US Ring
DNA Content (ng)

1200
800
t = 6 days

400

t = 12 days

0
Plane US (Inner Ring)
Plane US (Outer Ring)
Well Condition
Figure 14: DNA content of the Plane US condition separated into the inner and outer
parts of the lysis ring. No significant difference exists between the two.
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b. Normalized Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) Activity
When ALP activity is normalized with DNA content to determine ALP activity per
nanogram of DNA, MSCs under standard growth conditions display no significant
differences when compared to the control, and show relatively even levels of normalized
ALP activity through the duration of the experiment.

Nrmlzd ALP Activity (nmol/min/ng)

Normalized ALP Activity: Growth Condition
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
t = 6 days

0.02

t = 12 days

0.01
0
Incubator
37°C

Incubator Focused US Plane US
39°C
Well Condition

US Plate

Figure 15: Endpoint colorimetric assay to determine ALP activity normalized with an
endpoint fluorescence assay to determine DNA content measurements at 6 and 12
days for the non-differentiated MSCs. Error bars denote standard deviations in the
normalized data. No statistically significant difference was observed when samples
were compared to the control, and amongst groups.
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Nrmlzd ALP Activity (nmol/min/ng)

Normalized ALP Activity: Growth Plane US Ring
0.06

0.05
0.04
0.03

t = 6 days

0.02

t = 12 days

0.01
0
Plane US (Inner Ring)
Plane US (Outer Ring)
Well Condition

Figure 16: Plane US normalized ALP activity displaying ALP activity inside of the lysis
ring and outside of the lysis ring. No significant difference exists when the individual ring
conditions are compared to the control, and between groups.
MSCs undergoing differentiation show peak values of ALP activity upon
normalization of ALP activity with DNA content, and at both time points there is a
statistically significant difference between the US pulsed conditions and the incubator
37°C control (p < 0.01) condition. There is no significant difference between the
incubator 39°C condition and the incubator 37°C control.
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Figure 17: Endpoint fluorescence assay to determine ALP activity normalized with an
endpoint fluorescence assay to determine DNA content at 6 days and 12 days for the
differentiated MSCs. Error bars denote standard deviation. No statistically significant
difference exists between the incubator 39°C condition and the incubator 37°C
conditions on both days 6 and 12. Lines indicate a comparison to the incubator 37°C
control. Statistical significance denoted by **** is equivalent to p ≤ 0.0001, * is
equivalent to p ≤ 0.05.

NrmlzdALP Activity (nmol/min/ng)

Normalized ALP Activity: Differentiation Plane US Ring
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03

t = 6 days

0.02

t = 12 days

0.01

0
Plane US (Inner Ring)
Plane US (Outer Ring)
Well Condition

Figure 18: DNA content of the Plane US condition separated into the inner and outer
parts of the lysis ring. No statistically significant difference exists between the two. A
statistically significant difference exists on day 6 when compared to the incubator 37°C
control, but only the outer section of the ring displays a significant difference on day 12.
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ii.

Passage 6 hMSCs
a. Normalized Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) Activity

ALP activity is an indicator of early osteogenic differentiation, and is significantly
higher in cultures induced to osteogenesis than cultures under standard growth
conditions. Sample groups were deemed a normal distribution due to distinct separation
of cultures in triplicate amongst separate plates. Tests for normality were not performed
due to the low sample size (n = 3), but samples were deemed assumed to be normal
due to the samples being distinct and separate.

Nmlzd ALP Activity (nmol/min/ng)

Normalized ALP Activity
0.012

0.009

0.006

0.003

0
Incubator 37°C Incubator 39°C

Focused US
Well Condition

Plane US

US Plate

Figure 19: Endpoint colorimetric assay to determine ALP activity normalized with an
endpoint fluorescence assay to determine DNA content measurements at 6 days. Error
bars denote standard deviations in the normalized data. No significant difference was
determined between well conditions, and when compared to the control.
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Nrmlzd ALP Activity (nmol/min/ng)

Normalized ALP Activity: Plane US Ring
0.012

0.009

0.006

0.003

0
Plane US (Inner Ring)

Plane US (Outer Ring)
Well Condition

Figure 20: Plane US normalized ALP activity displaying ALP activity inside of the lysis
ring and outside of the lysis ring. No significant difference exists when the individual ring
conditions are compared to the control.
ALP activity was normalized with DNA content to determine ALP activity per
nanogram of DNA to balance the ALP activity of wells with higher rates of cell
proliferation with wells that did not experience this. An ANOVA test determined that
there was no significant difference in normalized ALP activity between well conditions
when compared between groups and the incubator 37°C control (p > 0.05).

b. Mineralization via calcium deposition assay
Calcium deposition is an indicator of late stage osteogenic differentiation, and is
statistically significantly higher in cultures that have been induced to osteogenesis.
Unlike ALP activity, calcium data is not normalized for DNA content, as the reagents
used in the cell collection process are destructive to DNA.
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Figure 21: Endpoint colorimetric calcium deposition executed on day 19 cultures. Error
bars denote standard deviation. While ANOVA did not detect statistically significant
differences when conditions are compared to the control, there was a significant
difference between the Incubator 39°C, the Plane US and US Plate conditions at p ≤
0.05.

Calcium Content: Plane US Ring
Calcium Content (mg)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Plane US (Inner Ring)

Plane US (Outer Ring)
Well Condition

Figure 22: Plane US calcium deposition displaying calcium deposition inside of the lysis
ring and outside of the lysis ring. No significant difference exists when the individual ring
conditions are compared to the control.
Calcium deposition was lower in the non-pulsed conditions when compared to the
US pulsed conditions, and the US plate condition. Of the six conditions, the US plate
conditions had the highest level of calcium deposition. An ANOVA test determined that
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there was no significant difference between samples when compared to the control,
however, a statistically significant different was found between incubator 39°C condition,
which had the lowest level of calcium deposition, the US plate condition which had the
highest (p < 0.05), and the summed total of the Plane US condition. When the Plane US
condition is split into the inner and outer parts of the lysis ring and re-run through
ANOVA, this significance disappears.
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IV.

Discussion, Summary and Future Experiments
DNA content of hMSCs at standard culture conditions overall in the passage 5

hMSCs, have no significant difference between the conditions when compared to the
incubator 37°C control (Figure 11), while DNA content of hMSCs undergoing
differentiation saw stagnancy in terms of cell proliferation in the US pulsed cultures
(Figure 13). When ALP activity is normalized with DNA content, a steep and statistically
significant increase in ALP activity in the pulsed osteogenic conditions when days 6 and
12 are compared group-wise by time points and when the conditions are compared to
their controls is observed (Figure 17), something not present in the standard growth
cultures (Figure 15). This falls in line with prior literature that states that cells exposed to
LIPUS waveforms experience a growth retardation phase, followed by an increase in
protein synthesis [29, 30]. While this was discovered in the preliminary tests, more
testing is required to determine if this will continue to be the case. This was not
visualized in the passage 6 cultures with ALP activity normalized for DNA content.
There was no statistically significant difference observed between conditions and when
compared to the incubator 37°C control condition. However, there was only one time
point observed, but when compared visually to the passage 5 set which shows that US
pulsed conditions have higher ALP activity when compared to the incubator 37°C and
incubator 39°C conditions at day 6, this difference can possibly be explained by the cell
age. This falls in line with literature and original research on adipose derived MSCs from
older patients having more senescent properties when compared to MSCs harvested
from younger patients [37]. Additionally, an in vivo application of LIPUS to non-union
bone fractures in older patients was found to have only 71% of patients see success in
fracture healing compared to 96% of younger patients [31]. Despite the fact that these
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treatments are geared towards older patients primarily due to the prevalence of chronic
conditions in at age group, there hasn’t been much success observed with applied in
vitro and in vivo treatments. Again, because this is a preliminary test, mostly to test the
device, a secondary test to see if these results can be replicated needs to be
performed.
Pulsed ultrasound, like other acoustic instruments that emit pressure waves,
requires that impedance matching exist so that the wave is not reflected in air resulting
in little or no energy delivery to the target. To match impedance, specialized conductive
gel is used in between the transducer-object interface to properly deliver at least 90% of
the wave energy to the target [38], or ultrasound transducers that can be submerged in
water are used as water can match the impedance required for pressure waves to
travel. Characteristic acoustic impedance is known as the Rayl (Pa*s/m3), and defined
by the equation 𝑍0 = 𝜌0 𝑐0 where ρ0 is the density of the medium, and c0 is the speed of
sound in the medium unstimulated by sound waves. High Z0 values indicate a denser
medium that is conducive to the propagation of acoustic waves without causing major
displacement such as some plastics, like acrylic (Z0 = 3.26 MRayls) and polystyrene (Z0
= 2.42 MRayls) when compared to water (Z0 = 1.5 MRayls) [39-41].
The setup of the plate on the device targets two wells directly with the LIPUS
waveform originating from two distinct transducers, however, the properties of the
polystyrene plate itself allowed this waveform to propagate in the horizontal plane to the
US Plate well on each plate. Tests to determine propagation in the well was performed
initially with water and a Panametrics V303 1 MHz probe. After the experiment, in order
to determine the output voltages of the transducers that determined the heating profile,
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a hydrophone was used. The sensitivity of the hydrophone is much higher than that of
the probe, and was able to determine that a waveform was present in the US plate well
despite not being targeted or in contact with any acrylic rods, or coupling gel. This
waveform decayed minutely in intensity when recorded with the hydrophone in the US
plate well from left (proximal to the transducer) to right (distal to the transducer). This
trend is displayed in Figure 10, in row A. The importance of this specific well is noted by
Figure 17 and Figure 21, where despite not being directly stimulated by ultrasound,

normalized ALP activity on both days 6 and 12 are comparable to the focused US
condition with no significant difference in normalized ALP activity. Separately, calcium
deposition was the highest of all of the conditions in the US plate well on day 19
showing that osteocytes had matured significantly in that well.

Figure 23: Device in demonstration mode with no transducer gel to clearly show plate
orientation, with the wells marked. The US plate condition has no contact with any
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acrylic rods or acrylic from the device structure at all. Acrylic rods, however, can be
seen under the focused US and plane US wells.
Cells in the plane wave condition were harvested in a different manner than cells
in other wells as described in Figure 7. The plane wave transducer has a surface area
that is smaller than the targeted well of the 12 well plate, and the properties of plane
wave show that the wave is generally targeted to the center at various distances from
the transducer beam [42]. This is also supported by the hydrophone data in Figure 10
where the measurements recorded in the middle of the well show peak voltages when
compares to the edges, save for the 40 mVrms condition as the voltage was too low to
properly trigger the hydrophone element. In retrospect, the US plate condition was
determined with a hydrophone to have been exposed to the LIPUS waveform despite
not having been targeted directly with a transducer underneath the well. The plane US
well may have also been exposed as well, thus negating the reason for the ring, and
performing an inner and outer sample collection. ALP activity was not isolated to the
center of the well, nor was there any significant difference between the two conditions in
terms of DNA content or normalized ALP activity.
Determining the optimal heating profile displayed interesting results. A constant
voltage out of the function generator was found to not work. The temperature of the well
continued to rise and did not stagnate even after an hour or more in some cases.
Instead, raising the output voltage to a high value, and allowing the temperature to
increase and then decreasing this voltage to maintain temperature was found to work.
Turning the voltage up too high, however, caused visible sound wave disruptions in the
well, which has the potential to dislodge cells or cause irreversible damage, which
limited how high the voltage could go.
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In conclusion, a preliminary investigation was performed on hMSCs of two
different passage numbers to determine the effects of LIPUS on hMSCs under standard
growth conditions, and undergoing osteogenic differentiation. The results generally fell
in line with the literature, where LIPUS caused growth retardation in hMSCs undergoing
osteogenesis, followed by an upregulation of protein synthesis observed via ALP
activity. Additionally, ultrasonic waves propagate readily through polystyrene, requiring
a 37°C incubator control independent from the plate being pulsed, and that it must be
treated as an experimental well. The horizontal propagation of ultrasonic waves into that
well caused cells to perform as if targeted by the high-energy focused transducer, in
addition to increase calcium deposition in these high passage number cells, was directly
simulating them. In order to understand more about this effect, another study must be
performed, focusing primarily on the creation of samples not directly targeted by LIPUS
stimulation. Interestingly, the increase of calcium deposition in samples exposed to
LIPUS waveforms points to LIPUS as a potential treatment method for osteoarthritis.
Analytical studies performed on patients with OA found that there was significant bone
mineral density loss (BMD) coupled with the loss of cartilage in knee OA [43, 44]. A
treatment method that increases bone mineral density at the loss site may help to
reverse some of the symptoms associated with OA, but as cartilage loss and BMD
decrease are coupled, an additional treatment that helps to reverse the loss of cartilage
should also be explored.
Due to the preliminary nature of this experiment, a few adjustments should be
made for future experiments. Separation of the focused transducer and the plane wave
transducer should be paramount. The heating profile was based primarily around that of
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the focused transducer, and the plane wave transducer’s profile was a result of the
profile determined for the focused transducer. Devices should be constructed to house
these two transducer types separately for optimal heating profiles for both transducers
to be developed. Pulsing cells was a time consuming effort, requiring 3-4 hours per
condition (for 16 hours total per pulsing day) restricted primarily by the fact there was
only one focused transducer. Using multiple transducers of the same type on one plate
can increase the amount of samples that can be analyzed.
The heating profile, should be determined under the same conditions that the device
will be used in, including the incubator. Different incubators handle humidity differently,
and temperature displays may be incorrect, which resulted in a heating profile that was
based on what was determined in another incubator of a different model. This results in
thermal dosing, but not quite to the target temperature desired (39°C).
Lastly, it is known that sufferers of OA are primarily the elderly (65+) [4],
however, our cells were sourced from a healthy 21-year-old donor, and it is from these
cells that we are drawing our conclusions from. We cannot say for certain that these
treatments will have any effect on older adults, especially since we have not performed
any of these tests on cells sourced from older patients. Adapting the experiment and
device to pulse older MSCs induced to both osteogenesis and chondrogenesis may
yield results that have a more significant impact on our target group. It would be
interesting to see how these cells would fare, and how this treatment can then be
applied to older chronic sufferers.
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VI.

Appendix I: Procedures and Protocols

1. Creation of hMSC basal and growth medium (adjust to requested quantity)
1. Add DMEM powder (Sigma-Aldrich, D5523) at 10.0g/L in medium-grade water.
2. Add sodium bicarbonate (Sigma-Aldrich, 55761) at 3.71 g/L in medium-grade
water.
3. Adjust the pH to 7.1 – 7.2 with HCl and NaOH.
4. Filter through a 0.2 µm filter into a sterile, autoclaved bottle in a sterile biosafety
cabinet.
5. Store at 2-8ºC. Lasts for approximately 6 months.
Perform steps 6-8 in a sterile biosafety cabinet.
6. Sterile FBS (Atlanta Biologicals, S12450) is heat-inactivated by heating to 56ºC
in a water bath for 30 minutes after thawing from a frozen state. The remainder is
aliquot into sterile Falcon tubes and stored at -20ºC.
7. Add 10% of the original mixture volume in the form of sterile FBS heat-inactived
for stem cells to the medium.
8. Add 1% of the original mixture volume in the form of sterile penicillinstreptomycin (Gibco Inc., 15140-122) to the medium.
9. Store at 2 – 8ºC. Lasts for approximately 3 months.
2. Creation of hMSC osteogenic medium (adjust to requested quantity)
1. Follow the procedure outlined in ‘Procedures I.’ Steps 7 and 8 may be
performed outside of the hood, and step 9 may be skipped. Must be filtered.
Leftovers must remain sterile.
2. Perform procedure in the absence of direct light. Wrap final product in foil or
alternative appropriate sheath to prevent exposure to direct light.
Perform steps 3 – 6 outside of a sterile biosafety cabinet until instructed to filter.
3. Add L-Ascorbic Acid Phosphate Magnesium Salt n-Hydrtate (Wako Pure
Chemicals Industries Ltd, 013-19641) at 0.00235 g/100 mL (2.35 mg/100 mL; 50
µM).
4. Add B-glycerophosphate disodium salt hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, G9422) at
0.30895 g/100 mL (10 mM).
5. Liquid 1000X dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich, D2915) is created by mixing
0.06038 g (60.38 mg) of powder with 100 mL of medium grade water, and filtered
through a 0.2 µm filter in a sterile biosafety cabinet and is stored in sterile 1.5 mL
microcentrifuge tubes at -20ºC. Discard upon thaw, do not refreeze.
6. Add liquid 1000X sterile filtered dexamethasone at 100 µL/100 mL (0.1 µM).
7. Adjust the pH to 7.1 – 7.2 with HCl and NaOH.
8. Mix thoroughly.
9. Filter through a 0.2 µm filter into a sterile, autoclaved bottle in a sterile biosafety
cabinet.
10. Store at 2 – 8ºC.
3. Procedure for Sample Collection (ALP and dsDNA assays)
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1. Aspirate cell culture with a pipette and wash the cells gently with 1X PBS twice
(Gibco Inc., 70011).
2. Add 300 µL of lysis buffer per square centimeter. Lysis buffer is 0.5% Trition X100 (Bio-Rad, 161-0407) in medium grade water). Allow the solution to sit in the
well for 5 minutes or more, and place plates in a plate shaker at low speed on
constant.
3. Using the end of a pipette tip in hand, thoroughly scrape the bottom and sides of
the well and use the same pipette tip to collect the sample.
4. (Optional)* Spin samples down at 100 – 200 rcf (xg) for 5 minutes, collect the
supernatant and dispose of the pellet.
5. Store at -20ºC. Only store if an ALP assay is not being performed next.
*This step is optional as it has been found that the step is generally wasteful, and
has provided little difference in results.
4. Procedure for Sample Collection (Calcium assay)
1. Aspirate cell culture with a pipette and wash the cells gently with 1X PBS (free of
calcium and magnesium) twice (Gibco Inc., 70011).
2. Add 0.5 mL of a 0.5 N HCl (Fisher, A142-212) mixture to each well, and allow to
sit on a plate shaker at low speed for 5 minutes.
3. Using the end of a pipette tip in your hands, thoroughly scrape the bottom and
sides of the well and use the same pipette tip to collect the sample and transfer
to a polypropylene microcentrifuge tube.
4. Add another 0.5 mL of 0.5 N HCl to collect what remains in the well.
5. Either place an orbital shaker inside of a refrigerator at 4ºC or place a container
of ice on an orbital shaker and shake the samples for 3 – 24 hours (8 hours
suggested).
6. Centrifuge samples at 500 rcf (xg) for 2 minutes.
7. Transfer the supernatant to a new polypropylene microcentrifuge tube and
discard the pellet.
8. Store at -20ºC or use immediately. Samples will stand for approximately one
month under proper storage conditions.
5. Procedure for ALP Assay
Preparation:
1. Follow the procedure outlined in ‘Procedure III.’
2. Omit the final storage step. Samples must be processed without freezing as they
contain an active enzyme that will break down when frozen and thawed.
3. Step up a water bath at 37ºC with a rack capable of holding 15 mL centrifuge
tubes.
4. Prepare/obtain the following solutions (can be prepared 1 week beforehand):
a. Neutralizer solution: 1 N sodium hydroxide (store @ room temp.)
Requirement: 1 mL per sample.
(If dilution is required, use medium grade water.)
b. Two 50 mL solutions of 0.02 N sodium hydroxide (store @ room temp)
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c. 1.5M alkaline buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, A9226) (store @ 2-8ºC)
Requirement: 500 µL per sample.
Sample Preparation:
5. Prepare/obtain the following solutions (approximately an hour before the assay is
to begin):
a. 0.5% nitrophenol solution (50 mL); Store away from direct light.
Remove 250 µL from one of the 50 mL 0.02 N sodium hydroxide
solutions and replace with 250 µL 10 mM 4-nitrophenol (Sigma-Aldrich,
N7660) to create a 0.5% 4-nitrophenol solution.
(4-nitrophenol may be sold under another name such as: pnitrophenol, para-nitrophenol and PNP)
b. 4 mg/mL phosphastase substrate (Sigma-Aldrich, P5744)
Dilute each 40 mg capsule in 10 mL medium grade water to make a 4
mg/mL solution. Rinse the top and bottom of the capsule with the
solution, and vortex.
Requirement: 500 µL per sample.
6. Standard preparation can be performed before or after the actual assay. Store
away from sunlight. Discard after use.
Tube
4-Nitrophenol
0.02N NaOH
Phosphatase
Total Volume
[sigma units/mL]
1
0 mL
[random
0
11 mL
amount]
2
1 mL
10 mL
1
11 mL
3
2 mL
9 mL
2
11 mL
4
4 mL
7 mL
4
11 mL
5
6 mL
5 mL
6
11 mL
6
8 mL
3 mL
8
11 mL
7
10 mL
1 mL
10
11 mL
7. One 15 mL centrifuge tube will be used per sample. Add 500 µL of the 4 mg/mL
phosphatase substrate solution, and 500 µL of the 1.5M alkaline buffer. Make
sure that all reagents are localized at the bottom of the tube.
8. Place all sample tubes in the water bath at 37ºC.
Sample Addition:
9. The reaction inside of each tube requires 15 minutes, and is halted with the 1 N
sodium hydroxide solution.
Caution: Attempt once or twice as written below before any changes are made or
risks are taken – the process can be sped up significantly (20 s delay), but only
do so when comfortable!
a. A timer starting from 00:00:00 (hh:mm:ss) is required.
b. Gently vortex the sample while waiting.
c. Start by adding 100 µL of the first (vortexed) sample to the first 15 mL tube
when the timer reaches 30 seconds. Leave the 15 mL centrifuge tube in
the water bath for the reaction to complete.
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d. Add 100 µL of the second (vortexed) sample to the second 15 mL tube
when the timer reaches 1 minute. Leave in the water bath for the reaction
to complete.
e. Do this for all samples until the timer reaches 14 minutes, staggering for
30 seconds per sample.
Regardless of whether or not if you have more/less samples than what
can be processed in 14 minutes, stop at 14 minutes.
f. Place the 1 N sodium hydroxide neutralizer solution in a comfortable
position, and use a 1000 µL micropipette to transfer the solution. Do not
do this with a pipette attached to a pipette aid.
g. When the timer reads close to 15:30 (mm:ss), transfer 1000 µL/1 mL of
the neutralizer solution to the first 15 mL tube. Point the tip directly down
and away from the sides to avoid the need to change the tip and to ensure
the neutralizer solution reaches the reagents at the bottom. This will stop
the reaction at 15 minutes. Do the same to the second 15 mL tube when
the clock reads 16:00 (mm:ss).
h. Continue do to do this until all the activated samples have been
neutralized.
i. Start the timer over and continue if any samples remain.
10. In a 96 well plate, set up the standard with 300 µL per well in triplicate, using
0.02 N sodium hydroxide as the blank. Vortex each sample 15 mL centrifuge
tube prior to pipetting in a 96 well plate in triplicate.
11. Read at 405 nm absorbance.
6. Procedure for Quant-It Picogreen dsDNA reagent kit
1. Follow the procedure outlined in ‘Procedure III.’
2. This procedure should be performed within 24-48 hours.
3. If samples were frozen, allow the samples to thaw and place over ice. Make all
attempts to avoid multiple freeze thaw cycles.
4. Collect 300 µL of the vortexed lysate and transfer to a clean microcentrifuge tube
leaving the remainder in storage. If needed, adjust down, and adjust pepsin and
Tris-NaCl additions down accordingly.
5. Prepare a 0.5 N solution of acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 1005706).
Sample Procedure for 45 mL of a 0.5 N solution of acetic acid:
1.292 mL acetic acid in 11.25 mL medium-grade water
Add 32.458 mL medium-grade water until 45 mL is reached
6. Prepare a 13.2 mg/mL solution of pepsin from porcine gastric mucosa (powder)
(Sigma-Aldrich, P7000) in 0.5 N acetic acid (previous step). Store at 2-8 ºC.
Sample Procedure:
0.10098 g pepsin powder in 7.65 mL 0.5 N acetic acid mixture
(Enough for 180+ samples)
7. Add 75 µL of the pepsin mixture of each sample. Store the samples at 2 – 8ºC for
16-24 hours.
8. Prepare a pH 8.0 Tris-NaCl during this time. (Tris Base: Fisher, BP152 // Sodium
Chloride: Sigma-Aldrich, S5886). Store at 2 – 8 ºC.
Sample Procedure for 50 mL of Tris-NaCl pH 8.0:
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50 mM Tris: 0.30285 g
150 mM NaCl: 0.4383 g
Mix with 50 mL water, determine pH and adjust to 8.0
9. Remove the samples from storage after approximately 24 hours, and add 75 µL
of pH 8.0 Tris-NaCl to each sample, and place on an orbital shaker for 15
minutes or vortex each sample gently.
10. Spin the samples down at 100 – 200 rcf (xg) for 5 minutes, collect the
supernatant and dispose of the pellet. Place the samples over ice.
DNA Assay:
The Picogreen DNA assay traditionally uses samples and standards in triplicates as
opposed to duplicates. Due to the cost of the kit which often runs out of the dsDNA dye
first, the samples were reduced to duplicates, but the standards remain as triplicates.
Larger assays benefit from this.
Preparation according to the kit handbook:
 The Quant-It kit (Invitrogen: P11496) comes with TE buffer, a DNA solution, and
ten 100uL picogreen dye kits.
 The following mixtures are required:
o TE Buffer must be mixed 1:20 (to 1X) with microbiology-grade water.
Medium-grade water will cause signal noise.
o The DNA solution must be mixed 1:50 (to 1X) with 1X TE Buffer.
o The dye solution must be mixed 1:200 (to 1X) with the 1X TE Buffer.
 The dye must be protected from the light.
Sample Standard Preparation:
11. This standard example leaves no extras.
It is suggested to multiply values by 1.1 to ensure correct values are pipetted, or
increase to values that have the same yield but are comfortable to pipette.
Volume
of
TE Volume of DNA Volume of Quant- Concentration of
Buffer (µL) (1X)
Stock (µL) (1X)
IT dye (µL) (1X)
DNA (ng/mL)
300.00 (blank)
0.00
300.00
0
298.50
1.50
300.00
10
288.00
12.00
300.00
40
270.00
30.00
300.00
100
225.00
75.00
300.00
250
150.00
150.00
300.00
500
00.00
300.00
300.00
1000.00
Requires:
20x TE Buffer: 208.91 µL
50x DNA Solution: 11.37 µL
200x Picogreen Dye: 10.50 µL
Microbiology-grade water: 4178.13 µL
Mix TE buffer with water, and perform a serial dilution with the DNA stock after
mixing to 1X with 1X TE buffer. Plate in triplicate, using 1X TE buffer as the blank
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and mix the picogreen dye with the appropriate amount of 1X TE buffer
(complete assay first).
Assay:
12. Calculate the required volumes for the standard and the samples.
According to the Picogreen kit handbook the following are also relevant:
o Use a 96-well plate.
o Each well with standard or sample in it requires 100 µL of 1X Picogreen
dye.
o Each plate has its own standard, calculated linearly.
o Each well contains a working volume of 100 µL prior to the addition of the
dye.
 Well containing the standards will have 100 µL of their specific
standard in them.
 Wells containing the sample will contain 80 µL of 1X TE buffer and
20 µL of the sample.
 Pop all bubbles that occur with a syringe tip or a needle. Wipe the
needle in between samples.
 Once all bubbles have been popped, place onto a plate shaker at
low speed for 5 minutes.
o The dye process is often done using a multi-channel pipette, and must be
done quickly, and in the dark. Mix the dye once the assay is complete.
 Once dye has been applied to all applicable wells, allow it to sit
undisturbed for 5 minutes. If multiple plates are being treated,
stagger the time the dye is applied, but ensure all plates have the
same incubation time.
 Pop all bubbles that occur after dye addition with a needle.
13. After the assay is set up, read from the top at 480 nm excitation - 520 nm
emission (fluorescence).
7. Procedure for Calcium Deposition Assay
1. Follow the procedure outlined in ‘Procedure IV.’ If samples were frozen, allow
them to thaw completely.
2. The assay is performed using the StanBio Laboratory calcium (CPC) liquicolor kit
(StanBio Laboratory, 0150-250). Follow all warnings, and do not pipette by
mouth.
3. The standard curve is created using the following dilutions. The provided
calcium standard is 10 mg/dL (0.1 mg/mL). Reaction solution is made in a 1:1
mixture of provided base and color solutions, and each sample requires 300 µL
including the standard. Reaction solution is created and pipetted into a 96 well
plate last.
(Extra has already been calculated for.)
[Calcium] (mg/mL)
Medium
grade Provided
water (µL)
Std (µL)

Calcium Tube
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0.00
0.002
0.003
0.006
0.013
0.025
0.05
0.1

Rxn solution
9.8
9.7
9.4
8.7
7.5
5
0

Rxn solution
0.2
0.3
0.6
1.3
2.5
5
Pipette directly from
provided standard

(No Tube Req)
1
2
3
4
5
6
(No Tube Req)

4. Sample and reaction buffer are mixed at a 1:100 with 3 µL of the vortexed
sample pipetted into the plate first, followed by 300 µL of the reaction buffer
pipetted into each well using a multichannel pipette when all samples have been
plated.
5. Allow the plate to incubate for one minute, and read at 37ºC and 550 nm
absorbance.
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VII.

Appendix II: Manufacturing manual for US device

1. Required software, hardware, and material:
Software:
 Solidworks 2012 SP0 or higher (http://www.3ds.com/)
 Adobe Illustrator CS4 or higher (http://www.adobe.com/)
Hardware:
 Universal PLS6MW or comparable 30W CO2 laser cutter
 Tap and Die kit (any brand; must contain 10-32 bit)
Material:
 Optically Clear Cast Acrylic (12" x 24") (http://www.mcmaster.com/)
o 1/8" thick (8560K257)
o 1/4" thick (8560K355)
 Optically Clear Cast Acrylic Rod (3 ft)
o 7/8" diameter (8528K52)
 Scigrip Plastic Pipe Cement, #4 Nonwhitening for Acrylic
o 16 oz can (7517A2)
2. Prototype version:
Import of AI files and DXF files into Illustrator:
External files are required for assembly of the device. Contact thesis author for
further details.
AI Files: All files are Illustrator CS4 and higher compatible. Stroke width for
cutting lines are 0.006 pt in RGB FF0000, and engraving lines are 0.7087 pt in RGB
000000. All original DXFs are exported as MMGS. Import to Illustrator as Original,
Scale: 1; Units: 1 mm.
Directions are for cutting individual parts. Sheets are made for this purpose, but this is
not the optimal method in which to cut. Sheets are also prepared with the purpose of
cutting all parts that require that thickness at once as well, and this is the optimal way to
perform a full cut.
Standing Supports:
1. Prepare the 1/4" thick material for laser cutting.
2. Cut: 05162015_standingcolumn_0635_setup.ai; Use default cutting power (red).
Increase engraving power by 5%.
3. Using a syringe, glue two of the triangle pieces together, using straight, flat nonplastic surface as a guide. Use a small amount of glue to ensure the pieces affix
in the correct position. Do not force the pieces together, put apply slack pressure.
Apply more glue once the pieces affix as desired to increase bond strength.
4. Affix the two triangle pieces to the marked outlines on the standing support piece
using a flat surface as a guide. Use a carpenters level to determine if the two
supports are even.
Base Plate:
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1. Prepare the 1/8" thick material for laser cutting.
2. Cut: 05162015_12wellplate_baseplate_03125.ai; Use default cutting power (red).
Increase engraving power by 5%.
3. Prepare the 1/4" thick material for laser cutting.
4. Cut: 05162015_12wellplate_bumper_0635.ai; Use default cutting power (red).
5. Tap all holes present on the base plate with a 10-32 drill bit, or smaller provided
the diameter of the bit is greater than the 4 mm clearance.
6. Glue the plate bumpers on in the displayed spaces. It is highly suggested to use
a spare 12 well plate to ensure proper alignment.
Focused Transducer Housing:
1. Prepare the 1/8" thick material for laser cutting.
2. Cut: 05162015_12wellplate_fcsdhldr_full_03175.ai; Use default cutting power
(red). Increase engraving power by 5%.
3. Prepare the 1/4" thick material for laser cutting.
4. Cut: 05162015_12wellplate_fcsdhldr_screwsect_0635.ai; Use default cutting
power (red).
5. A guide must be used – preferably the angle point in which a wall and a nonplastic surface meet at a 90deg angle.
6. Glue the 1/8" pieces together as displayed in the Solidworks Model. Do not
attach the screw holders yet. Allow it to dry for at least 2 hours.
7. Tap the screw piece with a 10-32 bit. Make sure the tap direction is the same as
the base plate.
8. Screw the screw holders into the base plate, and gently position the assembled
holder so that the screw holders are flush with the sides. Use a small amount of
glue, and attach the screw holders. Do not use too much glue, otherwise the
holder will fuse to the base plate. Allow to dry for 2-24, untouched.
9. Unscrew the complete holder from the base plate.
10. The Solidworks model is your guide.
Plane Wave Transducer Housing:
1. Prepare the 1/8" thick material for laser cutting.
2. Cut: 05162015_12wellplate_planehldr_full_03175.ai; Use default cutting power
(red). Increase engraving power by 5%.
3. Prepare the 1/4" thick material for laser cutting.
4. Cut: 05162015_12wellplate_planehldr_screwsect_0635.ai; Use default cutting
power (red).
5. A guide must be used – preferably the angle point in which a wall and a nonplastic surface meet at a 90deg angle.
6. Glue the 1/8" pieces together as displayed in the Solidworks Model. Do not
attach the screw holders yet. Allow it to dry for at least 2 hours.
7. Tap the screw piece with a 10-32 bit. Make sure the tap direction is the same as
the base plate.
8. Screw the screw holders into the base plate, and gently position the assembled
holder so that the screw holders are flush with the sides. Use a small amount of
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glue, and attach the screw holders. Do not use too much glue, otherwise the
holder will fuse to the base plate. Allow to dry for 2-24, untouched.
9. Unscrew the complete holder from the base plate.
10. The Solidworks model is your guide.
Screwing on the transducer housings to the base plate then completes assembly of the
device. Place the transducers inside, and then add the standing supports with the
triangular balances facing outward.
3. Focused only version (12 well plate):
1. Follow the directions above, omitting the plane wave transducer housing.
2. The base plate in the prototype version was originally created with the intent of
supporting 4 focused transducers, and will support it in that configuration.
3. Solidworks model is your guide.
4. If rods are extended, another base plate can be cut, and placed into the standing
support racks to stabilize those rods, and the 12 well plate.
4. Plane only version (12 well plate):
1. Uses a different base plate, cut the same way as listed above.
2. Uses slightly different transducer housings, cut the same as above.
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VIII.

Appendix III: MATLAB Code

1. Calibration of Thermistor Code
%% Headers and Permissions
%Code composed and written by Dionne Dawkins
%Use for multiple individual calibration files. Files process out in
%the order selected. Type "FileName" without the quotes to see.
%{
uiwait(warndlg({'This code and file are for the intended recipient(s) only. Do not
reproduce this code in part or whole without crediting the original creator.'; ...
'This program is best used in conjunction with Notepad++, and in conjuction with the
attached Labview program.'}));
%}
% Warning Dialog: Permissions
% uiwait() forces the user to click OK before continuing.
% Other stuff:
%This program assumes the following:
% There is one time column, and it is the first channel.
% There is only one header per sheet. Program breaks on more.
% Pull all values straight from the headers on your entry!
% # of header lines; default is 23
% value of delta x; default is 0.0001
% # of samples;
default is 1000
% # of channels; default is 15
% Only one
%Post-Analysis Only
%% Agreement Prompt
%{
ag_prompt = {'Type "I Agree"'}; %Title line agreement
ag_title = ['Agreement'];
%Dialog box title
ag_lines = 1;
%Available lines for typing
ag_def_val = {''};
%Default value in the entry lines
[ag_prompt] = inputdlg(ag_prompt, ag_title, ag_lines, ag_def_val);
%Forces the dialog box to apper.
%If conditional: Do you agree?
if strcmp(ag_prompt,'I Agree') == 1;
%strcmp -- string compare: if the strings are
the same, value is 1. Otherwise value is 0.
disp('Thank you for your compliance!'); %Displays in the low command window.
else
%Otherwise...
break;
%Kills the MATLAB code immediately.
end
%Ends the conditional
%}
%% Make Directories
mkdir 'LABView MATs';
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%No check for directory existence.
%MATLAB will output the error.
%Not necessary...
%% Housekeeping Codes
clear all; %Clears the work space.
close all; %Closes all work space windows.
%clc;
%Clears the low command window.
format long;
%% Folder Prompt
%This section serves to make the prompt for the initial prompt so that
%the program can attempt to decrap data.
%Folder/File Options
folder_prompt = {'Number of Header Lines', ...
'"Delta" X value',...
'Enter the number of samples', ...
'Number of channels',...
'Line Start'};
%folder_prompt > Entry lines
folder_prompt_title = ['Data Entry'];
%folder_prompt_title > Dialog box title
folder_prompt_lines = 1;
%folder_prompt_lines > Lines per entry line
folder_prompt_def_var = {'23','0.000100','1000','14','50'};
%folder_prompt_def_var > Default values, '' denotes an empty space.
[folder_prompt] = inputdlg(folder_prompt, folder_prompt_title,...
folder_prompt_lines, folder_prompt_def_var);
%folder_prompt is matricized but a string.
%folder_prompt matricized split
folder_prompt_num = str2num(char(folder_prompt));
%char -- converts string into a character matrix; do not use
%str2num -- converts a string into a number
%% Sorting and Data Collection
%This section pulls up UI window, and does a consistency check on the
%file. If your files have errors, it will let you know.
%The data made in this section is crapped.
header_no = folder_prompt_num(1,1);
delta_no = folder_prompt_num(2,1);
sample_no = folder_prompt_num(3,1);
num_chan_a = folder_prompt_num(4,1);
num_chan = num_chan_a+1;
%Gotta add 1. Why? You have to.
line_boot_a = folder_prompt_num(5,1);
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line_boot = line_boot_a+1;
%Gotta add 1. Why? You have to.
%Matrix selection.
[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile({'*.lvm; *.tdm; *.tdms', ...
'Labview Output Formats';'*.txt; *.xlsx; *.xls',...
'Other text files'; '*.*','All Text-Based Files';}, ...
'Select Valid Text Files Only; Multiples OK','Multiselect','on');
%Grab yo' files. Must be in Excel format, Labview, or plain text.
%Labview is the default type. LVM files are just text files.
%Multiselect is on.
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,DialogTitle,DefaultName)
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(...,'MultiSelect',selectmode)
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Nuisance Check to determine if the user is using the script
%correctly.
FileName_whos = whos('FileName');
%Converts the name to a string to use strcmp.
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'double') == 1;
disp('Flag check failed!');
disp('No files were selected.');
disp('Script execution will now cease.');
break;
elseif strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
num_files_selected = length(FileName);
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' files selected.']);
disp('Script execution will continue.');
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
num_files_selected = 1;
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' file selected.']);
disp('Script execution will continue.');
end
%%%%Check Flags End
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% File Renamer
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
%Only one file is being loaded/processed
[fid,errmsg] = fopen(fullfile(PathName,FileName));
%Opens the file.
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Does the file open OK?
if strcmp(errmsg,'') == 1;
disp('File Opened: OK');
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else
disp('File Open: Error. Consult the MATLAB Guide or reformat your file.')
break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
str_column = repmat('%f ', 1, num_chan);
%Make a matrix that repeats a string in a 2 column based matrix.
file_output = textscan(fid,str_column,'delimiter','\n','headerLines',header_no);
%fid -- file marked from fopen
%Delimited is noted as \n (newline)
%'headerLines',### -- skips the entered number of header lines.
%Determine with NotePad++
data_1 = cell2mat(file_output);
%Converts the imported file into actual data. Numbers.
close_conf = fclose(fid);
%"We got what we came for!"
%Closes the open files.
%%%%Check Flags End
%Did the file close correctly?
if strcmp(close_conf,'') == 0;
disp('File Close: OK');
else
disp('File Close: Error.')
break
end
%%%%Check Flags End
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
for file_num = 1:num_files_selected;
FileName_conv = char(FileName(file_num));
[fid,errmsg] = fopen(fullfile(PathName,FileName_conv));
%Opens the file.
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Does the file open OK?
if strcmp(errmsg,'') == 1;
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' opened: OK']);
else
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' opened with errors. Consult the MATLAB
Guide or reformat your file.'])
disp('Script execution stopped. Fix the error.');
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break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
str_column = repmat('%f ', 1, num_chan);
file_output = textscan(fid,str_column,'delimiter','\n','headerLines',header_no);
eval(sprintf('data_%d = cell2mat(file_output);',file_num));
close_conf = fclose(fid);
%%%%Check Flags End
%Did the file close correctly?
if strcmp(close_conf,'') == 0;
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' closed: OK']);
else
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' closed with errors.']);
disp('Script execution stopped. Fix the error.');
break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
end
end
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% Data Biting
%This section serves to amass a matrix of decrapped data.
%Convert time column from samples to time.
sample_rate = 1/delta_no;
%Sampling rate
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
column_length = length(data_1(:,1));
rm_line_matrix_1 = [];
rm = 1;
for rm = 1:(column_length/sample_no)-1;
rm_line_matrix_1 = [rm_line_matrix_1;
data_1(line_boot+(rm*sample_no):(sample_no)+(rm*sample_no),:)];
end
%Loop Focus: Removes a certain amount of lines from the sample set. Denoted
%by the user above.
%Starts with a blank matrix.
%Pulls out every defined line_boot number to sample_no every iteration
%since Labview is not good at what it does. :|
rm_line_matrix_1(:,1) = [];
%Blast off the time column, and re-allocate the matrix.
%If you want a new value, in MATLAB 2012b+, just replace the value
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%and press shift+enter.
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
for data_pt = 1:1:num_files_selected;
eval(sprintf('column_length_%d = length(data_%d(:,1));', data_pt, data_pt));
eval(sprintf('rm_line_matrix_%d = [];', data_pt));
rm = 1;
eval(sprintf('string_out = column_length_%d/sample_no;', data_pt));
for rm = 1:(string_out)-1;
eval(sprintf(...
'rm_line_matrix_%d = [rm_line_matrix_%d;
data_%d(line_boot+(rm*sample_no):(sample_no)+(rm*sample_no),:)];'...
, data_pt, data_pt, data_pt));
end
eval(sprintf('rm_line_matrix_%d(:,1) = [];', data_pt));
end
%Do the exact same thing for multiple data points...
end
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% Compile Section and Checker
disp('Column numbers are from the raw file.');
%Check yourself before you wreck yourself.
%Instead of commiting to a slow method of individually running all
%points through the equations like a big sieve, the program finds the
%average and standard deviation of each column, and then the coefficent
%of variance.
%The program then runs a check for the CV values. If the CVs of the
%decrapped data exceed the checks, the program will let you know.
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
%Determine the average and standard deviation of the entire matrix
average_1 = mean(rm_line_matrix_1,1); %Averages the column.
stdev_1 = std(rm_line_matrix_1,1);
%Standard deviation along the column.
%CV Checker
%This checker checks the CV value.
%Equation = stdev / average
%If CV value is lower than 5%, no warning will be displayed.
c_v = []; %Preallocated matrix for speed.
line = 1; %Preallocated number for the for loop.
first_check = 10; %This number is a PERCENTAGE not an actual number.
%If you are a stickler for good data, you can lower this number.
%Manually.
second_check = 5; %See first check.
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for line = 1:num_chan-1;
c_v = [c_v; (stdev_1(:,line)/average_1(:,line))*100]; %CV finder.
c_v_pull = c_v(line,:); %Pulls out an individual number based on the position
of the for loop.
c_v_verify_1 = c_v_pull > first_check; %True/false statement for the first
check.
c_v_verify_2 = c_v_pull > second_check; %True/fale statement for the
second check.
%The output of this is a string. Since the value is true/false, the
%value is 0 or 1.
%Yes, I know this part can be looped, but it starts to slow down.
%We are not going to go there are all.
if c_v_verify_1 == 1
str = sprintf('First check: Error for data 1 %d exceeds %d.', line+1,
first_check);
disp(str);
elseif c_v_verify_1 == 0
%Why not else? The statement else does not have a conditional.
%Elseif forces a conditional.
str = sprintf('First check: Data 1 -- <%d pct OK for column %d
pct.',first_check,line+1);
disp(str);
else
str = sprintf('Something went wrong (data 1 -- second check: column %d) -this value is supposed to only have two values.', line+1);
disp(str);
end
if c_v_verify_2 == 1
str = sprintf('Second check: Error for data 1 %d exceeds %d pct.', line+1,
second_check);
disp(str);
elseif c_v_verify_2 == 0
str = sprintf('Second check: Data 1 -- <%d pct OK for column
%d.',second_check,line+1);
disp(str);
else
str = sprintf('Something went wrong (data 1 -- second check: column %d) -this value is supposed to only have two values.', line+1);
disp(str);
end
end
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else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
for data_pt = 1:1:num_files_selected
%Determine the average and standard deviation of the entire matrix
eval(sprintf('average_%d = mean(rm_line_matrix_%d,1);', data_pt,
data_pt));%Averages the columns.
eval(sprintf('stdev_%d = std(rm_line_matrix_%d,1);', data_pt, data_pt));
%Standard deviation along the column.
%CV Checker
%This checker checks the CV value.
%Equation = stdev / average
%If CV value is lower than 5%, no warning will be displayed.
eval(sprintf('c_v_%d = [];', data_pt)); %Preallocated matrix for speed.
line = 1; %Preallocated number for the for loop.
first_check = 10; %This number is a PERCENTAGE not an actual number.
%If you are a stickler for good data, you can lower this number.
%Manually.
second_check = 5; %See first check.
for line = 1:num_chan-1;
eval(sprintf('c_v_%d = [c_v_%d;
(stdev_%d(:,line)/average_%d(:,line))*100];',data_pt,data_pt,data_pt,data_pt)); %CV
finder.
eval(sprintf('c_v_pull_%d = c_v_%d(line,:);',data_pt,data_pt)); %Pulls out an
individual number based on the position of the for loop.
eval(sprintf('c_v_verify_1_%d = c_v_pull_%d > first_check;',data_pt,data_pt));
%True/false statement for the first check.
eval(sprintf('c_v_verify_2_%d = c_v_pull_%d >
second_check;',data_pt,data_pt)); %True/fale statement for the second check.
%The output of this is a string. Since the value is true/false, the
%value is 0 or 1.
%Yes, I know this part can be looped, but it starts to slow down.
%We are not going to go there are all.
eval(sprintf('verify_string_1 = c_v_verify_1_%d;',data_pt));
eval(sprintf('verify_string_2 = c_v_verify_2_%d;',data_pt));
if verify_string_1 == 1
str = sprintf('First check: Error for data %d column %d exceeds %d
pct.',data_pt,line+1,first_check);
disp(str);
elseif verify_string_1 == 0
%Why not else? The statement else does not have a conditional.
%Elseif forces a conditional.
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str = sprintf('First check: Data %d -- <%d pct OK for column
%d.',data_pt,first_check,line+1);
disp(str);
else
str = sprintf('Something went wrong (data %d -- second check: column %d)
-- this value is supposed to only have two values.',data_pt,line+1);
disp(str);
end
if verify_string_2 == 1
str = sprintf('Second check: Error for data %d column %d exceeds %d
pct.',data_pt,line+1, second_check);
disp(str);
elseif verify_string_2 == 0
str = sprintf('Second check: Data %d -- <%d pct OK for column
%d.',data_pt,second_check,line+1);
disp(str);
else
str = sprintf('Something went wrong (data %d -- second check: column %d)
-- this value is supposed to only have two values.',data_pt,line+1);
disp(str);
end
end
end
end
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% Displays!
disp('This display occurs regardless of the output of the prior. That is just a variance
check.');
disp('Data is also saved as a MAT file of all processed data...');
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
disp('Displaying average values, and standard deviation values.');
disp(average_1');
disp(stdev_1');
disp('-----------------------------------------');
disp('Shifting Directories...');
disp('Saving files as MAT files under original filename (augmented).');
cd 'LABView MATs';
save([FileName '_new.mat'], 'average_1', 'stdev_1');
cd ..
disp('Files have been saved.');
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
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for data_pt = 1:1:num_files_selected;
disp('Displaying average values, and standard deviation values.');
data_pt_disp = sprintf('Data %d:', data_pt);
eval(sprintf('disp(transpose(average_%d));', data_pt));
eval(sprintf('disp(transpose(stdev_%d));', data_pt));
disp('-----------------------------------------');
disp('Shifting Directories...');
disp('Saving files as MAT files under original filename (augmented).');
average_matrix = [];
stdev_matrix = [];
for q = 1:1:num_files_selected;
eval(sprintf('average_matrix = [average_matrix; average_%d];',q));
eval(sprintf('stdev_matrix = [stdev_matrix; stdev_%d];',q));
end
average_matrix = transpose(average_matrix);
stdev_matrix = transpose(stdev_matrix);
end
end
cd 'LABView MATs';
%save('multifile_data_save', 'average_matrix', 'stdev_matrix');
%Nope!
cd ..
disp('Files have been saved.');
%% Warning
disp('Do not calculate the formula in MATLAB. Calculate in Excel.');

2. Hydrophone Data collected conversion to smaller MAT files
%% Housekeeping Codes
tic
clear all; %Clears the work space.
close all; %Closes all work space windows.
%clc;
%Clears the low command window.
%Stubbed; perform manually?
%% Directory Maker...
mkdir 'Saved Files';
mkdir 'Saved Files/Saved MATs';
%No check for directory existence.
%MATLAB will output the error.
%Not necessary...
%% File Loaders
[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile({'*.txt; *.xlsx; *.xls',...
'Other text files';'*.lvm; *.tdm; *.tdms', ...
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'Labview Output Formats'; '*.*','All Text-Based Files';}, ...
'Select Valid Text Files Only; Multiples OK','Multiselect','on');
%Grab files. Must be in Excel format, Labview, or plain text.
%Labview is the default type. LVM files are just text files.
%Multiselect is on.
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,DialogTitle,DefaultName)
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(...,'MultiSelect',selectmode)

%%%%Check Flags Start
%Nuisance Check to determine if the user is using the script
%correctly.
FileName_whos = whos('FileName');
%Converts the name to a string to use strcmp.
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'double') == 1;
disp('Flag check failed!');
disp('No files were selected.');
disp('Script execution will now cease.');
break;
elseif strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
num_files_selected = length(FileName);
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' files selected.']);
disp('Script execution will continue.');
%More than one file selected.
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
num_files_selected = 1;
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' file selected.']);
disp('Script execution will continue.');
%One file selected.
end
%%%%Check Flags End
%% File Renamer
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
%Only one file is being loaded/processed.
[fid,errmsg] = fopen(fullfile(PathName,FileName));
%Opens the file.
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Does the file open OK?
if strcmp(errmsg,'') == 1;
disp('File Opened: OK');
else
disp('File Open: Error. Consult the MATLAB Guide or reformat your file.')
break;
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end
%%%%Check Flags End
str_column = repmat('%f ', 1, 2);
%Make a matrix that repeats a string in a 2 column based matrix.
NUMOFHEADERLINES = 6;
file_output = ...
textscan(fid,str_column,'delimiter','\n','headerLines',NUMOFHEADERLINES);
%fid -- file marked from fopen
%Delimited is noted as \n (newline)
%'headerLines',### -- skips the entered number of header lines.
%Determine with NotePad++
data = cell2mat(file_output);
%Converts the imported file into actual data. Numbers.
close_conf = fclose(fid);
%"We got what we came for!"
%Closes the open files.
%%%%Check Flags End
%Did the file close correctly?
if strcmp(close_conf,'') == 0;
disp('File Close: OK');
else
disp('File Close: Error.')
break
end
%%%%Check Flags End
data_fs_1 = data(3,1);
data_fs_2 = data(4,1);
fs_in_s = data_fs_2 - data_fs_1;
fs_in_Hz = 1/fs_in_s;
fs = fs_in_Hz;
%Names are descriptive.
disp('-------');
disp(['File #1: ' num2str(fs) ' S/s']);
%Sampling rate determined from the time column.
disp('-------');
disp('-------');
disp('Cutting and renaming the data:');
disp('-------');
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data_conc = data(:,2);
N = length(data_conc);
t = (0:N-1)/fs;
data_avg = mean(abs(data_conc));
disp('Data averaging...');
disp('Saving averaged data and initial data.');
namepad = FileName(1:length(FileName)-4);
%Cuts off .txt
cd 'Saved Files/Saved MATs';
save([namepad], 't', 'N', 'fs', 'data_conc', 'data_avg');
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
for file_num = 1:num_files_selected;
FileName_conv = char(FileName(file_num));
[fid,errmsg] = fopen(fullfile(PathName,FileName_conv));
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Does the file open OK?
if strcmp(errmsg,'') == 1;
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' opened: OK']);
else
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' opened with errors. Consult the MATLAB
Guide or reformat your file.'])
disp('Script execution stopped. Fix the error.');
break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
str_column = repmat('%f ', 1, 2);
NUMOFHEADERLINES = 6;
file_output =
textscan(fid,str_column,'delimiter','\n','headerLines',NUMOFHEADERLINES);
data = cell2mat(file_output);
close_conf = fclose(fid);
%%%%Check Flags End
%Did the file close correctly?
if strcmp(close_conf,'') == 0;
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' closed: OK']);
else
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' closed with errors.']);
disp('Script execution stopped. Fix the error.');
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break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
data_fs_1 = data(1,1);
data_fs_2 = data(2,1);
fs_in_s = data_fs_2 - data_fs_1;
fs_in_Hz = 1/fs_in_s;
fs = fs_in_Hz;
%Names are descriptive.
disp('-------');
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ': ' num2str(fs) 'S/s']);
disp('-------');
disp('-------');
disp('Cutting and renaming the data:');
disp('-------');
data_conc = data(:,2);
N = length(data_conc);
t = (0:N-1)/fs;
data_avg = mean(abs(data_conc));
disp('Data averaging...');
disp('Saving averaged data and initial data.');
namepad_temp = char(FileName(file_num));
namepad = namepad_temp(1:length(namepad_temp)-4);
cd 'Saved Files/Saved MATs';
save([namepad], 't', 'N', 'fs', 'data_conc', 'data_avg');
end
end
%% Return to original directory...
cd ..
disp('-------');
disp('Returning to script directory.');
disp(['You are now in ' num2str(pwd)]);
%Removes the need for MATLAB to retrigger the notice that the present
%working directory (pwd) isn't where the code is located.
disp('-------');
disp('Script termination. Ready for re-run.');
toc
3. Solver for peak hydrophone data
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%% Housekeeping Codes
clear all; %Clears the work space.
close all; %Closes all work space windows.
%clc;
%Clears the low command window.
%Stubbed; perform manually?
%% Directory Makers
tic
mkdir 'Saved Files\Analyzed\PNG';
mkdir 'Saved Files\Analyzed\FIG';
%MATLAB will disp the warning for me.
%% File Loaders
disp('-------');
disp('Select more than two files.');
disp('This file will appear as data_1.');
[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile({'*.mat','MATLAB Data Files';}, ...
'Select Valid MAT Files Only; Multiples OK','Multiselect','on');
%Grab files. Only MAT files are valid for this operation. No other file
%will be accepted.
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,DialogTitle,DefaultName)
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(...,'MultiSelect',selectmode)
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Nuisance Check to determine if the user is using the script
%correctly.
FileName_whos = whos('FileName');
%Converts the name to a string to use strcmp.
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'double') == 1;
disp('Flag check failed!');
disp('No files were selected.');
disp('Script execution will now cease.');
break;
elseif strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
num_files_selected = length(FileName);
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' files selected.']);
disp('Script execution will continue.');
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
num_files_selected = 1;
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' file selected.']);
disp('Too few files were selected!');
disp('Script execution will cease.');
break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
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%% File Renamer
%No file checkers here. If you aren't using 2+ files, execution will
%cease.
for m = 1:1:num_files_selected;
eval(sprintf('data_%d = load([PathName char(FileName(m))]);',m));
%All files should have the same path name.
%Not sure how they wouldn't...
end
%% Analyze the data...
%Spatial peaking:
%SP = Uses env-secant to create vector in the same amount of 'N' as
%the data file, and makes an envelope over the entire signal.
top_sec_SP = [];
top_sec_SA = [];
for data_pt = 1:1:num_files_selected;
top_str = 'top';
%bottom_str = 'bottom';
eval(sprintf('top_env =
env_secant(data_%d.t,data_%d.data_conc,data_%d.N,top_str);',data_pt,data_pt,data_p
t));
eval(sprintf('top_env_%d = top_env;',data_pt));
eval(sprintf('data_maximums = max(data_%d.data_conc);',data_pt));
%Don't output the data to memory; trying to save memory...
%Bottom stubbed b/c the bottom = no power cycle.
%eval(sprintf('bottom_env_%d =
env_secant(data_%d.t,data_%d.data_conc,data_%d.N,bottom_str);',data_pt,data_pt,dat
a_pt,data_pt));
%Actual Maximums
%data_max = [data_max; data_maximums];
%Spatial Peak
[SP_temp] = max(top_env);
top_sec_SP = [top_sec_SP; SP_temp];
%Spatial Average
[SA_temp] = mean(top_env);
top_sec_SA = [top_sec_SA; SA_temp];
end
clear top_env SP_temp SP_idx SA_temp
%Memory savior!
measurement_delta = 2; %mm
x_axis_calc = measurement_delta*[floor(num_files_selected/2):1:floor(num_files_selected/2)];
plot(x_axis_calc,top_sec_SP*10^3,'b-');
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hold on;
plot(x_axis_calc,top_sec_SP*10^3,'ro');
xlabel('Distance from center (mm)');
ylabel('Voltage (mV)');
xlim_max_pt = (measurement_delta*num_files_selected);
xlim([min(x_axis_calc)-1 max(x_axis_calc)+1]);
ylim([min(top_sec_SP*10^3) - 1, max(top_sec_SP*10^3)+1]);
set(gca,'XTick',[min(x_axis_calc):measurement_delta:max(x_axis_calc)]);
%Line Point
line([0, 0], [min(top_sec_SP*10^3)-1, max(top_sec_SP*10^3)+1],'Color',[0 0
0],'LineWidth',2);
disp('----------');
disp('You are in: ');
disp(PathName);
disp('----------');
toc
4. Heating Profile Grapher
%% Headers and Permissions
%Code composed and written by Dionne Dawkins
%{
uiwait(warndlg({'This code and file are for the intended recipient(s) only. Do not
reproduce this code in part or whole without crediting the original creator.'; ...
'This program is best used in conjunction with Notepad++, and in conjuction with the
attached Labview program.'}));
%}
% Warning Dialog: Permissions
% uiwait() forces the user to click OK before continuing.
% Other stuff:
%This program assumes the following:
% There is one time column, and it is the first channel.
% There is only one header per sheet. Program breaks on more.
% Pull all values straight from the headers on your entry!
% # of header lines; default is 23
% value of delta x; default is 0.0001 or 0.001
% # of samples;
default is 1000 or 100
% # of channels; default is 8
%Post-Analysis Only
%% Housekeeping Codes
clear all; %Clears the work space.
close all; %Closes all work space windows.
%clc;
%Clears the low command window.
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format long;
%% Folder Prompt
%This section serves to make the prompt for the initial prompt so that
%the program can attempt to decrap data.
%Folder/File Options
folder_prompt = {'Number of Header Lines', ...
'"Delta" X value',...
'Enter the number of samples', ...
'Number of channels',...
'Line Start'};
%folder_prompt > Entry lines
folder_prompt_title = ['Data Entry'];
%folder_prompt_title > Dialog box title
folder_prompt_lines = 1;
%folder_prompt_lines > Lines per entry line
folder_prompt_def_var = {'23','0.000100','1000','7','50'};
%folder_prompt_def_var > Default values, '' denotes an empty space.
[folder_prompt] = inputdlg(folder_prompt, folder_prompt_title,...
folder_prompt_lines, folder_prompt_def_var);
%folder_prompt is matricized but a string.
%folder_prompt matricized split
folder_prompt_num = str2num(char(folder_prompt));
%char -- converts string into a character matrix; do not use
%str2num -- converts a string into a number
%% Sorting and Data Collection
%This section pulls up UI window, and does a consistency check on the
%file. If your files have errors, it will let you know.
%The data made in this section is crapped.
header_no = folder_prompt_num(1,1);
delta_no = folder_prompt_num(2,1);
sample_no = folder_prompt_num(3,1);
num_chan_a = folder_prompt_num(4,1);
num_chan = num_chan_a+1;
line_boot_a = folder_prompt_num(5,1);
line_boot = line_boot_a+1;
%Matrix selection.
[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile({'*.lvm; *.tdm; *.tdms', ...
'Labview Output Formats';'*.txt; *.xlsx; *.xls',...
'Other text files'; '*.*','All Text-Based Files';}, ...
'Select Valid Text Files Only; Multiples OK','Multiselect','on');
%Grab files. Must be in Excel format, Labview, or plain text.
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%Labview is the default type. LVM files are just text files.
%Multiselect is on.
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,DialogTitle,DefaultName)
%[FileName,PathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(...,'MultiSelect',selectmode)
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Nuisance Check to determine if the user is using the script
%correctly.
FileName_whos = whos('FileName');
%Converts the name to a string to use strcmp.
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'double') == 1;
disp('Flag check failed!');
disp('No files were selected.');
disp('Script execution will now cease.');
break;
elseif strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
num_files_selected = length(FileName);
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' files selected.']);
disp('Script execution will continue.');
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
num_files_selected = 1;
disp([num2str(num_files_selected) ' file selected.']);
disp('Script execution will now continue.');
end
%%%%Check Flags End
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% File Renamer
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
%Only one file is being loaded/processed
[fid,errmsg] = fopen(fullfile(PathName,FileName));
%Opens the file.
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Does the file open OK?
if strcmp(errmsg,'') == 1;
disp('File Opened: OK');
else
disp('File Open: Error. Consult the MATLAB Guide or reformat your file.')
break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
str_column = repmat('%f ', 1, num_chan);
%Make a matrix that repeats a string in a 2 column based matrix.
file_output_prior = textscan(fid,str_column,'delimiter','\n','headerLines',header_no);
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first_col = cell2mat(file_output_prior(1));
first_col_corrected = first_col(1:sample_no);
file_output = [{first_col_corrected} file_output_prior(2:num_chan)];
%fid -- file marked from fopen
%Delimited is noted as \n (newline)
%'headerLines',### -- skips the entered number of header lines.
%Determine with NotePad++
data_1 = cell2mat(file_output);
%Converts the imported file into actual data. Numbers.
close_conf = fclose(fid);
%"We got what we came for!"
%Closes the open files.
%%%%Check Flags End
%Did the file close correctly?
if strcmp(close_conf,'') == 0;
disp('File Close: OK');
else
disp('File Close: Error.')
break
end
%%%%Check Flags End
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
for file_num = 1:num_files_selected;
FileName_conv = char(FileName(file_num));
[fid,errmsg] = fopen(fullfile(PathName,FileName_conv));
%Opens the file.
%%%%Check Flags Start
%Does the file open OK?
if strcmp(errmsg,'') == 1;
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' opened: OK']);
else
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' opened with errors. Consult the MATLAB
Guide or reformat your file.'])
disp('Script execution stopped. Fix the error.');
break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
str_column = repmat('%f ', 1, num_chan);
file_output_prior = textscan(fid,str_column,'delimiter','\n','headerLines',header_no);
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first_col = cell2mat(file_output_prior(1));
first_col_corrected = first_col(1:sample_no);
file_output = [{first_col_corrected} file_output_prior(2:num_chan)];
eval(sprintf('data_%d = cell2mat(file_output);',file_num));
close_conf = fclose(fid);
%%%%Check Flags End
%Did the file close correctly?
if strcmp(close_conf,'') == 0;
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' closed: OK']);
else
disp(['File ' num2str(file_num) ' closed with errors.']);
disp('Script execution stopped. Fix the error.');
break;
end
%%%%Check Flags End
end
end
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% Data Biting
%This section serves to amass a matrix of decrapped data.
%Convert time column from samples to time.
sample_rate = 1/delta_no;
%Sampling rate
for data_pt = 1:1:num_files_selected;
eval(sprintf('column_length = length(data_%d(:,1));', data_pt));
eval(sprintf('rm_line_matrix_%d = [];', data_pt));
rm = 1;
%eval(sprintf('string_out = column_length_%d/sample_no;', data_pt));
eval(sprintf(...
'rm_line_matrix_%d = [rm_line_matrix_%d; data_%d(line_boot:sample_no,:)];'...
, data_pt, data_pt, data_pt));
eval(sprintf('rm_line_matrix_%d(:,1) = [];', data_pt));
end
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% Compile Section and Checker
disp('Column numbers are from the raw file.');
%Check yourself before you wreck yourself.
%Instead of commiting to a slow method of individually running all
%points through the equations like a big sieve, the program finds the
%average and standard deviation of each column, and then the coefficent
%of variance.
%The program then runs a check for the CV values. If the CVs of the
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%decrapped data exceed the checks, the program will let you know.
for data_pt = 1:1:num_files_selected
%Determine the average and standard deviation of the entire matrix
eval(sprintf('average_%d = mean(rm_line_matrix_%d,1);', data_pt,
data_pt));%Averages the columns.
eval(sprintf('stdev_%d = std(rm_line_matrix_%d,1);', data_pt, data_pt));
%Standard deviation along the column.
%CV Checker
eval(sprintf('c_v_%d = [];', data_pt)); %Preallocated matrix for speed.
line = 1; %Preallocated number for the for loop.
first_check = 10; %This number is a PERCENTAGE not an actual number.
%If you are a stickler for good data, you can lower this number.
%Manually.
second_check = 5; %See first check.
for line = 1:num_chan-1;
eval(sprintf('c_v_%d = [c_v_%d;
(stdev_%d(:,line)/average_%d(:,line))*100];',data_pt,data_pt,data_pt,data_pt)); %CV
finder.
eval(sprintf('c_v_pull_%d = c_v_%d(line,:);',data_pt,data_pt)); %Pulls out an
individual number based on the position of the for loop.
eval(sprintf('c_v_verify_1_%d = c_v_pull_%d > first_check;',data_pt,data_pt));
%True/false statement for the first check.
eval(sprintf('c_v_verify_2_%d = c_v_pull_%d > second_check;',data_pt,data_pt));
%True/fale statement for the second check.
%The output of this is a string. Since the value is true/false, the
%value is 0 or 1.
%Yes, I know this part can be looped, but it starts to slow down.
%We are not going to go there are all.
eval(sprintf('verify_string_1 = c_v_verify_1_%d;',data_pt));
eval(sprintf('verify_string_2 = c_v_verify_2_%d;',data_pt));
if verify_string_1 == 1
str = sprintf('First check: Error for data %d column %d exceeds %d
pct.',data_pt,line+1,first_check);
disp(str);
elseif verify_string_1 == 0
%Why not else? The statement else does not have a conditional.
%Elseif forces a conditional.
str = sprintf('First check: Data %d -- <%d pct OK for column
%d.',data_pt,first_check,line+1);
disp(str);
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else
str = sprintf('Something went wrong (data %d -- second check: column %d) -this value is supposed to only have two values.',data_pt,line+1);
disp(str);
end
if verify_string_2 == 1
str = sprintf('Second check: Error for data %d column %d exceeds %d
pct.',data_pt,line+1, second_check);
disp(str);
elseif verify_string_2 == 0
str = sprintf('Second check: Data %d -- <%d pct OK for column
%d.',data_pt,second_check,line+1);
disp(str);
else
str = sprintf('Something went wrong (data %d -- second check: column %d) -this value is supposed to only have two values.',data_pt,line+1);
disp(str);
end
end
end
disp('-----------------------------------------');
%% Displays New
disp('This display occurs regardless of the output of the prior. That is just a variance
check.');
if strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'char') == 1;
disp('Displaying average values, and standard deviation values.');
disp(average_1');
disp(stdev_1');
disp('-----------------------------------------');
else strcmp(FileName_whos.class,'cell') == 1;
for data_pt = 1:1:num_files_selected;
average_matrix = [];
stdev_matrix = [];
aver_decrease = [];
for q = 1:1:num_files_selected;
eval(sprintf('average_matrix = [average_matrix; average_%d];',q));
eval(sprintf('stdev_matrix = [stdev_matrix; stdev_%d];',q));
aver_dec = average_matrix(q,:) - average_1;
aver_decrease = [aver_decrease; aver_dec];
end
end
data_matrix = [1:1:num_files_selected];
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plot(data_matrix, average_matrix);
legend('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','Location','BestOutside');
axis tight;
xlabel('File Number');
ylabel('Temperature (C)');
average_average = mean(average_matrix);
stdev_average = std(average_matrix);
grid on;
figure;
plot(data_matrix, aver_decrease);
legend('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','Location','BestOutside');
axis tight;
xlabel('File Number');
ylabel('Temperature Change (C)');
grid on;
disp('Displaying average values, and standard deviation values.');
data_pt_disp = sprintf('Data %d:', data_pt);
disp([num2str(average_average)]);
disp([num2str(stdev_average)]);
end
%% Manual Code
%Manually code for time. Take the time on the file, and make XTick work at
%the relevant points.
%You need to redo this everytime you switch the file set. It will not be
%valid from set to set.
%Use http://www.calculator.net/time-calculator.html to subtract time
%points.
%Sample
%Graph should be open and done.
% x = [139 240 300];
%Do not start from 0.
% set(gca,'XTickLabel',x);
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